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B s food : ' 
The chah'manLand of  the  Br i th i sh  He  to ld  the  commit tee  he  doesnot  The  l~r ince  C ,~orge .  cat t lemen 's  ~" -:: : "~ " - v. s . ,  .- - .. . . . . . . .  - ,~-: . ..+,,.~ ~ . . ~ ~ .  : ; :~ . . ,~ . ,~ ~ - -  - " "2~ I I i - I I I ~ 
see as a major vegetable association called on the eommdttec " ~ ~ ~ " ~  
' " food  ln~iry commitec , , ,  " " : ,"~ ~'" ~" -v~, ~. ~..:,~ "[~.. ~ 
. Wednesday that  northern tedevise ways of using good soils, the nattle indust ry .  - " ' - :~'~.,,~,%~;,~J' 
•: !grlenlturalpotential wi l have to be He says the current use of good soil ' ~."""" ~'"~ I 
~ ~  i f  B.C. is to come - is hampered in .tbe'lnorth by a llmited ~ The cattlemen ~old the commi[te -. " " 
,~anywhare near" being 65 per numbs, of ~roSt ~ree days. later Wedmasday : : .  that ~the :. I I I  : . . . . . .  I 
percant , se l f  ,suff icient, in ~mi  , Rinka also warns that if hydro boards  should , ha similar to dairy I l I  
..-~.,~aS~ti ~ ~'~YO~O~.~ t- . deve lopment  proceeds  a t  two  market ing  boardsto  l im i t  [ - [ I  : . ' . . '  
".' telP p r  ' .- proposed dam. sited, in  the Peace lXOdaCtion, cover Costs and yield a n, nn 
: develop a provincial s l ratgy for the River distr ict , -some of the best fair re tum to the rancher. " [] I ~.~  ~ | 
" I - M Crown Land. agricultural and in northern b.C. / - .  ~.~..-~::.,,.,~. 
~Jne  .ngeocles kepp bickering. 
l ink hack and forth and.never ge~ 
down tosett lng policy;" Ranks told 
i,'11~ nkmltteedm'lag the first day of 
the two day hsarlug. . 
_ . . :  . ~ I 
. :~'  . ' ;  
wfl] " be lust . forever. ,. The association said that although. ;
About  95 per cant of the land in tha ~ it Is  not opl~sed to agricultural land 
province is Crown land, andba]f  the . .  reaerves, farmers should be assured , 
• acreage-.in the - :agr icultural  .. land. -a  reak0nable lneome from their land 
reserve Is  in the north, ff it eann. ot be pr0fi~bly:diposed of. 
" 'i [ n T" • m , . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ~ L_  
• . . . . 
~" : ~'r ' " Serv,--'lng Ter race ,  K i t imat ,  the  Haze l tons ,  S tewar t  and  the  NaBs -~- ,..'. - ... -. 
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ET CAMPAIGN ALLEGED • .... . SECR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Police terrorize refugees 
._:.!~ .'.~ . . .  i !". 
Two .o rgan izat ions  
represent ing  Chi lean :  • 
refugees claimed Tuesday.~,i 
that Chi lean secret police:~" 
have been carrying on a . .  
terror campaign! in Win- 
~i~e accusat ions  were 
made at  a news conference 
~ i  cal led by  the  Winn lpeg  
Chilean Association and the. 
Co ordinating Con~mittee 
~ in Solidarity with Chile. 
ln~[ividual  cases d"  
i::i 
The yard may be a mess at Cloveriawn's Terrace Cenire be landscaped uring the first weeks of 8eptembor. 
but Carl MeGowan, eomlmny owner-dlrec~r, says it will Conslractiou of the 40-store centre will begin at that thne. 
. .  CONSTRUCTION START 
Eyesore  w,l:: be n 
M~He~.~~:  =/w~cht  °~.~Pdyb~j tdat  ~:  : 
large cendrewl l lsa lo landscape the smal l ,  five-stere . ,  
centre w~ich was built last spriug across  the slreet :: .. ~ . 
': f rom the proposed construct ion.  ' " . .' ~ ' ~ . ~  
• ' ?We sh ie ld  have started in  June , " .he  said, "But  
-there were delays resulting from incomplete 
engineer's planS, Those plans are now done." . 
MeGowan said he Would reveal full detai ls of the 
construction project when he visitS Terrace next 
such act iv i t ieS.  s[~ainst I .uem vammem wnen.ne arrive s m xerrace,  . .. ... 
refugees. ~vere. cited by  the ' l  :...oiive~sJaeke, ~:empi~ ~me ~ea~;  ~ ~te  .:. 
oups nuc me.names  ox~ .: . . . . .  • . . . . . .  ' e ' . . . . . . .  
'm~"  "mv~svcu  ~ '.'tW .~._-~:. -V~'/.:~. .'.:_ " "  ' " -  ~ . . . . . . . .  [~;,~ . . . . . . .  - '  .,~:-~-,~,: 
• %, "~ ' ,~  ~..,.~.; . ,~ .  , :  .:nn~mea, .. sns smu. .  -ws  aange~,  ;::[~..:peol~e . 
_~ m~:  - ~ ,  :: : ym~.  • . .~ . . ,  : s t~nb l ing  through those holes between the:park ing lot . . . . .  
'11~osaay mat mecloy  p(mce - ~, , ;  f~ ,  ~ i r i~ ,a - l ' i~ -  . . " ' ' 
ce  anent ;  IS  m v e s ~  - - . . . .  par.  -gn  g ' " " e's , ,n rn , ln i ,~ .  fenm m~-mbers Wayne Ingvaldson,  operator of Mr. M lk  
[~ "~h~"~--~.h]l'~n"n r~-fu~ee Restaurant, says the lights In the overhang are not 
comm~mi~-who'claim - t~v  working, the yard is a mess, there are no iighis in the _ 
m, .o  ,,;a,;~,~,,,~ -~s ica l ]~ pole laml~, near the  sidewalk and the back of: the ' ~'~,e-sores like tills at CloveHawn's Terrace Cent 
--,--~ ~,----v,--- ,  .---~ . . . .  - . . . .  ShoJd be - - red  " " . . . . .  harassed and interrogated cen u- c : m . pu . . .: " " ' " " "  ve' a lso  seou be removed. The company plans to landsca 
by unknown assa i lants  O~er. tonnnm m. me. s.nopp..mg centre, ha grounds after hearing complaints from tenants 
during Judy and-August, comPmmea oouc me State o~tne gr~unus, centre. 
Doreen P lowman,  . a  ' . ' . . .  ' 
spokesman for the solidarity ' ' I ' " ¢ '" " • ' ~ . " " r 
commit tee,  said the in- " 
eidenls are beli__eved to i~. STRANGE BEDFELLOWS INDEED 
• week .  . . . . .  • ; , ,  - .~  " 
•  e dhe has heardcomp is from Win  ,- the 
smal lcentre  regardiug the cons~uction mess that was 
loft behind~isst pring. " ,: . ' ~ 
• He hnswritten the complaints into a list and will 
d al with th  h  he rri s in T rr /  ' 
~entre  will:. 
~pe the .  
at the"  
- '  . * . 
the work of Chi lean'secret  ' :.:: 
police agents operaiing in  : 
C~ahada on-behal f  of the, . : • m • _ • _ 
military junta of Gen. I : I • • m • • 
Angusto Plnechet • . " 
unidentif ied' refugees in- - ' :"" . . . . .  ":: 
!ug-z rmere .uuu ,  uu ,,i 
C~ile.in which the Pinoehet' " . " " " : ~ _ :~:; 
run ousted Marzist  ' " " th~ ~. . __  "; . . .  - -  By FRANK MACKEY - re ference  to the - in -  tome to recagnize the power Thepaper  says  .~i: 
.~,r~_ !~n.c~mvanor zue.nae, QUBEC i . (CP) . -  Some. dependence issue, of Quebec citizens to give proposed system is ~as~L:: 
/ e'oliol~_g__ mec_ot~_ ,~ne~ .. Sh'ange '.allia'nces in  the well as I do that during an the i r  government  clear,  largely on the 19~ Bri.t~hii 
were wmespreau reporm m . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . ,  debate  on Quebec in,-:, election eampaign too many mandates  on these fun- rexerenaum on ~uty  m.mii 
mternm..onm, m _r~rm.. ~u dependence were  ••being issues are bandied about on dalnental issues every time the European ,,:conomle? 
~e~oU~S ' at~::~Auo~e~ " forecast ~W~lnesday after,/, the QUebec politleal scane to th~ poll fl.eal situation may Community. !:!: 
.PP . . . . . .  " - -  the Par t i  Quebeco is  allow the party  forming the require: hesa id .  The government will setil 
ofremgees mt  me.coun_u~, government.tabled a wh i te  government te olaf m that it '~'hat  is why the .system the date for  a referendmn-! 
.~t t~ the ,family goat ready for. this and Trevor  Mlng to keep Sarah sa fe  f"-~- W]mli" - ' propos_ es, .gr .  ' ! . . " , . . y . .p~. . .  . -  . ..r~., .- . _ . il 
• ydar 's  Fall Falr Is fun. Pat  Gaunt (Hght) at  Lions Park in 'I1mrnhlll. , _u_.p~s- . . . . . . . . .  , . . t . .any  future reter.enaum, says. ~ .d l  . _ . sum m ram o, whatever ins white paper .wm;smr~ uc~. :i 
' ires the help of friends James McKay (le~t) _.A.wr]~Leu~jum,.t~.u~.~.~U'h~ pro and con zorcos- _.musl ,~o it saemea necessary Importance," 12, Burns sam. : !: 
' • ~m y e a r  u r n . . m - u ,  mast,  m,c~o the  i l l  Oe ' " , ' . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . .  . ,.__,_ ___resolves ad h . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . 
• . ,~L  i " • ' • I • was ,aDouct~l . l romlusear  ~,...,a~1sations....ou..one[u., . ~ : ~ • • ;.~ - _ • . :: 
.: ' " earlier, tbls .month in the  Jus'st for that p~" o~ v - . ::Patronaoe cnaraea I n  downtownarsa ,  b l i -d fo lded  Th is .meansur t~at ' in .  the ~ : N m n r m t  fllm  OILPORT i:: 
' " : ' v ' v . . . . . . . .  to f  ' ~ v v i : v m  . i v ~  ' ' , • ........  . . . . . .  - . andtakento the basemen, promlsed re ferendum on " . ' . ,:." 
" '  :'~'; ~" : ' : "  ' I~11,  " . . . .  •d l~mlp l~- - i i~ , l "  . - - I k lkn  ' . "  ' a . :bu i ld ing. . . . . . :  . : . . .  q~bee lndependenee,  those . INQUIRY :: 
• - ~ . ' : . . . . .  ~'hare I asked a . lo t 'o f  used rang g'in f rom / ' " :: 
. :  " :~ " ' H I ,  ' ~ I n , , ~ I I l ,  I~P I J  q e .s t i °ns~about inames-°pp  • " . : " .' - ' ' " :: stude Darlu s . . . . . .  . . . . . .  : i . a ,ch .~o.n .servat ives  .... to n o t  d e n u e d  ' IN I  I ' I "  ~ ' t J~ J~ :: 
• .About .  500 univers i ty  Brunswick .P rogreas  lve work for the m.embers ~ format ion:  they, w0ald be ,~._a~mn~_~ . . . . . . .  ,,~ ,",,~;,, OTTAWA CP  -, Ed  . Broadbent  Formal  bearings, of the:: 
StudentS Xrem across t;anu.a t;onservauve ns a gu~.ue ..m TM Paruamen.~ ann n racy want ,~=m,,~,,,,...~ a~n"  : ' : L"-~.,  - -~: '~""  "~. ' "  "~ '~ B~ o a d b e n t N e w said, the solicitor-~enoral'so West Coast Oil Port  Inauiry~: 
~.Spplie~! f0r_$160 a w..ce~ summer ._ . . .H i i s .  ~rother to g etlnvolved in .~eguide Hesa id~ewaen ' t te r tured  man°me~rC°mr~aU~ez~ti0ns Democratic Par{y l~der ,  o f f l~ has added substance have  .been _postponed-|.romi! 
. - summer  ions  con( lUCt lng  .was one aoouc stx years ago system, men t nave. m . . . . .  . - . v , -  . . -~ . .  -e..  ' ' ' . " '"  " . . . . .  Se temner 7 to ~e ~ember"- . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ,,..- . but was ushed around and . . . . .  woul~ recelve f inancial  may never learn whether that the RCMP complies p . P . . :. 
~ . :  through . the -P.eter.~: M. .acd.ouga l l t  satiofythelrrequirements. Imu l ted~fcre .h l s  captors':  -^- '~ . " - ' - ' - - - ' . - - z . - th - i r  the RCMP has compiled a secret fries on prominent 26 to '  allow Dr. Andrew:: 
e" f l i ament  Buildin this asmstanc ' n l rect0r  ot . . . . . . . .  . ~ , , - - , , , - - , ,~  o,- ,  ,,,-~ ~ . . . . . .  : ~! !  . . . . . . . . .  ._ g . . .  . . . . .  He said the gnides must be returned ldm to his cer after : ,h ,~. . t~,~ht tn  n - ,hm. , ,~  security file on him and and government officials. Thomson,  commlssioner,:: 
' ~ :.out: me .x?. s~c.ess .~ ~2om.mons per, sonne.~, sam. .  bi l ingual . students,  and  4~b.45 minutes,  ,./-:".: . , . .  ; ,~ ,~ '=a~n'~- - - "~ other /M~s,  . . . .  :. Such allegations urfaced time m recover  irom a:; 
.~dates [ |o tmejo~. .~m ~pea~er .oames  Je rome a l thou~ member of former • The.  Other cases;  /:the "~ ~ost  ~e i , ,  com' Aspokesmanfm'Sol iciter- in published reports earlier recent ill..noss, .. . ' .:.: 
,~ . :nm# ~goo~ pouucn, ~Un~..ate~ya~aeswno__~w~_ MPs get jobs ".there are no Chilean groupe said, in- binations " of ~arch  Gonera lF ranc isFoxsa id in  and were later  te rmed .Ru.sseu Anmon.y, com-~ 
mee~oms.  . . . oe mre~ a~e.r rewe~ns,  re la t ives ,  o~ present  volved two teonaged . . . . . . . .  . . , .~ . . .~  ... . . .~':": an in terv iew Wednesday inaccurate  by RCMP mission counsel,  sam:! 
" !~le ' . lur .~y 16 locmne a names wee oee.ouc.ox me memberso f  Parl iment and brothen ~ . . . . .  ~ .~,va , , :~: : ,~ ,y , , - , ,~ ,  department has not con- Nadon Wednesday another,  an-!: 
f~tm~l iabyait ter  of Justice. h undx'edsotappncauons ny  no fami ly"memebers '  o f "  - . .  " _ , - :±  -~, - , ' , - -#-  ,.v/m nave  t~ j0mnan,  as..~ - - - f l rn)ed or denied the  Bl'~'dbent has appealed nouncementwi l lbomadeon~ 
, '~ter  Ren Basford, the i Maedougal l .  " Comm0nssta f f . "  " Tnew ~vr ,~r :~o~e~n~t~a racy .want  to camPs,an ,n :  I e ; i s tenoe  o f  a f i l e  on to P r ime Min is ter  Trudean,  the new schedule following;... 
I l i  d a Jaw par lner  of Ot - .  Maedoagal l  said only  2or  - " ' - -~  . . . . .  " - - id  drawin - ' ,  asid.th?, ywer  . . . . . .  ..__.~__ ~, the  . indep  endence  Br0adbont-and l i ke ly  never  asking h im to intervene in the Labor  Day  weekend. - 
' H' h licaUonss r~dn ,v.a~uuu~m. ua ~ ear ju ly .~ 9ya  numue~ ~. relerenm!m. . . a ,, . . .ti . ta  a: L ibera l  MP ug soapp uppo Y . . . .  ___~1 , . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  " . ,  will. . the  lm ortant civil  Thompson is a y ,  .W . . . . . . .  the names out of a hat mi t men and taken tO an For  instance, the Mon-'  . . . . . .  . - - P , ,  ' . Pou l ln ,  the dau hter  of an MP. of senator are con . . . . . .  , . . . .  . . .  " t i r lie not to liberties matter ' making a com~nd.  ': 
. . . .  .• bean.o.ther way.ofchoosms,  unknown locat ion where I r sa lBoah lo fTradeandtbe  ,I.. s ou po.  y .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : l e~t ime friends ~ another sidered because he w oudd.bo . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e see  recovery m~er us ,  
coxnunareoso, f~om y Wm°~d~Jeofto~t contmn or ae m ~s~n~d c " " . . . . . .  x lain the 16 redes ou they were questioned. and CommuuistPar of Cunud, ' ny ". Ottawa Liberal, :. Lloyd hardpressedtoep ap~ea~onsb t !dll. hed 'that"--'- ,, . . ~ r ~  minor surgery. : 
l .~nelaju~gde.the son of a ~to i~a. lO~icat ionO~ver  ande l~as"nor~= ~"l ; iS mwat~ ph,~T~eC~y~oTb~ I e~sa:  • ~T/s~,~mff lan~°~°p le '  Weather  th i 
~'l~m ~nn of former Com- a snonsored one " . . . '  P had excess  oroem • At a news conference, , I t  s a pr inciple of ' n~n~inh~iurlthhlar~n0V~rV;. 
• mo"~ - s'-~e-~ike--r Lucian "fl~e House o~' Commons change ~t,.' " Co l . .  Contiteras, , to. Burns said the committees secur i ty . , " .  B roadbent  Wednesday '  High 19 hi-s"~eav--/'wor'-~l'o-~d u'~. '. 
' - -~ ' - - - - ;~"  - -~- - - - - - , - -  , -  ,- *- ~-- ,  ,~.~ - - -~- - ,  Often one MP will su,,- liquddateme, my Xamer ann may have to decide wbo can' eomplameu ac a news Low 9 " :. . u ,a , , r~ ,~" ' , , ,u , ,mu.~r - ,  , ,  ,,, .~ ,  ,,,o , , ,~- , , - -o  , .. , -  . . . . .  Inqu i ry  commiss ioner  has:  
_~,~LS0-got  :a guide building," he said, "They ~rt~:ver.al.~andidtate;s. and ~res~urO~en~eJ f~o~l~Yn Jo~bothem.er deals broadl deuPuaert~en~o h~eSterb~e: ' l lmrsday :  H lgh l8  d ic ta ted  complete :  
' j~b .  HIs sister/bold onelast  are  the most  ~mportant Mac ~a,  as m.asx  me P P Y.- q • • Low9 recouperat lon  before he :  
immuner,. ,. " .... people.~her.!' . . . . .  ........ , Mp which 0ne:is Ids firs~ Cldle Im)d. hurt the D INA with the~i~ue of.referen- whether the seere!  f i le resumeahisdut lea. ; ,~ ' .: 
-~.,, choice, secret peuce dumB,  nut  maKeB no exmm ' [~emofp~omi l~nt rNew~ ; : . .~Nl iat .e lse eani, l : say '~ l  ' ,  .'::'.'/. ' ' . ' " ' . ' ' ..... " . . . .  : 
% 
25, 1977' / :  
Files examined 
by gov t agents 
! ! "~ -•': '  .: . ' .  •: 
; HARDWA~ 
OOeDON& 
ANDERSON VANCOUVER .CP-  today that combines in. Alsounderlnvestigationts 
Federa l  government  vestigators came to their the Council of Forest In. 
combines . investigators offices Tuesday and were d~tries .COFI: ! 
moved in on head offices of there again today. Don .t, ans.~ail, COFI' 
seveml~,of::~ritish Colum- While the investigators presi.dem, sam.combines 
bla's' .~maJ~fm'est com- did notsay what they were Invesuga~ors wsRed the 
pa~ies : ! * : i~y  in what looking for, several" com- organisahon's offices at l 
appeared to be an inquiry piny officials said their a:m. Tuesday, demanding 
into .busineso practices interest was apparently rues a.nd documents relative 
' • , . . . .  i ' ' : . . .  , ~. 
i s  ] 
- ' -  - " " -  VoV @un Slzokesmenfor Weldwood However, a spokesman uovernn~.~t ofliciak, in o( Canada Ltd., MacMillan for Canadian Forest Ottawa ano vancouver nave Bl~edel L td . ,  Crown Products Ltd. said no in- refused to comment on the ! :: O 
Zel~erback and B.C. Forest vestigatem had visited that. investigation. 
Pr~)ducts :Ltd. confirmed several plywood milk. '~'he privacy provision of ] 
• the Combines Act doesn't . 
Tough: laws mean 
i policerepression 
permit us to even disclose 
that an inquiry is taking 
place," George. Lermer,. 
director of the bureau of 
competitions In OUawa, said 
t~In y" Vancouver, R.J. ,  
Bertrand, of the department 
of commoer and corporate 
affairs, confirmed that a 
ALL  LISTINGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
:~  _ _ '  ± , ; 
WITHOUT NOTICE  
Thursday, Aupst 2§ 
KING I "~ CFTK I A sCW 
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Sp.m. to midnight 
VICTORIA:: CP apply to a group such as the l I 
Out lawing :'.*.:subversive CommunlstPartyof Canada . . . . .  I I e . ' . . . .  mare cz comomes in- gr taps in Canada and Marxist Leniast . . . . . . . . .  f - ,  ':0o -Lot'sMoke g~anie - making vagrancy laws ~..,.,L.__,.=..=.,,.-__.._. vesugators from uuawa u.yu~vwam~a,-,umuq=,-c~t • ~ :lS I A Deal I Klahanle 
tougher would be tan- of that meas uM h~ wer.e in Vancouver, but _•  :3o, I News I Room222 we_ .  ~ ta~ount to "convicting a "" - -  " -- remsea co mscuss one v : , ,  I News I .am ,= . . . . . . .  me represmon ot a person msttor 
~ a e ~ , a c u w w  "simple for being a member He o~,;a how=per *h=HH= ~ :m I '  News I Hourglass 
WJD~er~.*'~l~l~ •na lm ~ none ,v r .  ,,,, . . . .  n, , , .  ~ , . .  m,,.~ -,.---, - -  , . . . . . .  . . . -7 , :~ , , .~  . . . . . .  = ~u, ] , ,  .a~,u~ ,,uau ,~  m= , l .h ,  ,~r ,~nmldm'  ,~, .  ' i l l  :IS I News .  I Hourglass 
' 1~, ' , , ,  - ' . , , ,~ , ,  u~%y v~ , i . vaMa~v,~ ip~'~ ~nr  ~ la~ . . . .  J ames  ha b • . . . . . .  ._ . . . . . . . . .  ~ town up a train or 111  :~o' I rows ' I Showcase '77 1 : ~ ~  m~lde~t of the -,,--~ ..-, ^ ,  ,- . . . . .  ,, , soanei to investigate price 
. . . . . .  • ~---. . . . . . . . . .  o..  , .  ,.~,o,~,,. f lx in"  mono"o" . . . .  " V :4S I News I "t~e Night 
ur luan  Uo/umola  ~IVll S imi ]ar~v h = ~miA ,h,~ .~., . . v , - ; ? .  a. .u 
Liberties As~eciation -- id . . . .  -..,, ": . . . .  , ~ comomes ma¢ are agO m me ~ :0o I Seattle I ' Hunters" 
. : , .~" remsumuon oz vagrancy re,hilt interest ~ :15 I Tonight I Coat' 
maay. ' . laws would make virtual v,. n ' 
- .Dyb lkowsk i  was com- La skafl said the in- J F  :~o I Match r I Cent" 
. . . . . . . .  crinduals out of pecplefor no vest t"a ' - - rs"venor-  - ns m :45 I GamePM , I Cont' I menting on'" sr.ammenm reason ",on th'~- ; - ' - " ' " - -  ~ ~ s= ~.o,. 
• -" - - "  • • ' . . . .  " ' " " "  for  m . . . . .  = " ' "  ' -  " ' "  ~ :0o I ,co~.'~y Time I Barney Igg~cle earuer.TJn8 week oy . . . . . . .  - -  . i; ,~a ,~.  ~u ~ =ms m IRe, ,ecause u~ey lack "no ' Jack Ma resident of eart ldyldeaastowlmt ]~ '  :IS | Rldlng Hlgh | Miller . . . . .  ~? .P .  sufficient funds or a , , ,=.. .  . , , . -  , , _ _  _=_ t b e ~ ~ t i a n o f  dw" ' - "  =c:  =~=•.sw.~. • =. u cu..- g l  :3o I cont I MASH 
ad~of~P~cewb~hia  b~"~k isa id thebus ic  ~p~.~. to~. : , .  _ _ _ .  ' .  v :,5 I ~t  I MAsH 
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prepare their brief. Lake. World 31m Family 
Another Edge of 
~ .World Night 
Movie: - Take 
. , . JOURNEYMAN UP6NAI I IN6  !~ ;~secr~ ~,~,  
~ ~'"  ..... FOR T l lA |ESNAN i~ c.,o.,,y ~*~*/ QUALIFIOATION i ;  s~c~... ~o.  'Shirley Jones It's Your 
-.~ ....;.:..: ... Cont' ..Choice 
" ' ' • Cony NIc 'N .::!1lADES, ;~  ~ '  el; 
Automotive Mechanical Repair 
: Carpentry 
Heavy Duty Mechanic 
- ;  0. 
L00ATI01h 
• . : ~ , / :~ .  
Northwest Community College, 
5131 M¢Connell Avenue, 
; •.,•BATE AND TimE: 
.Automotive Mechanical Repair .  September 20,1977 at 7:00 p.m. 
Carpentry - September 19, 1977 at 7:00 p.m. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic. September 19, 1977 at 7:00 p.m. 
ThlApprenticeship Training Programs Branch of the Ministry of Labour 
has scheduled the above courses at the Northwest Community College. 
-To be eligible for ter tltese courses, the applicants must show proof of the 
required numbers of liours in the trade as required by the regulations 
governing these trades, be approved and accepted for enrolment by tha 
local,Apprenticeship Training Counsellor. 
Fees wi l l  be paid for those accepted by the Apprenflcaghip Training 
Programs Branch. 
Refer all enquiries to: 
M!PRENTIOESIIIP TRAININB PBOGRAMS BRAli0H, 
: , .  ~ . ,~ 
• II I I I ISTIIIr OF LABOUR, 
,,..'.,.~,..., : 
. . . .  " 4~'~ +:'r r~ |eilFL00R,' 4648 LAKELSE AVE" 
:TE I IRAOE B .O.  wo1Pp 
HONE: 638-8191 
. . . .  , ~ , 
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, Emergency 
Emergency, 
Emergency 
- 
Grand Old 
Country 
Fish 
Mystory • Movla 
"/~:Cloed Meets 
Muldaur 
Cony 
Towards 
To;norrow 
Streets ef 
~t Franclso 
Cunt : 
N~ws News" 
Hour 
Final 
The Late. Show: 
;;take a " 
Giant Step" 
• Jean Connem 
Show 
Definition 
Definition 
First 
Impressions 
Hot 
Hands 
Noon 
News 
Doris Day Sho~ 
Co, t 
Movie Matlnei :  
"'Gun for 
a Coward" 
'Fred' MacMurray 
' .;w;huy Hu~;~# 
Janlce Rule 
Nan Hamel 
Show 
.4 .  
Nan Hamel 
Show 
Anot~r 
World 
I I I | 
• Another 
World 
The Lucy 
, Show 
Back to School 
• Mlstor 
Rogers. 
Electric 
Onco Upon 
' A Oasslc 
NacNell- 
"lrh~xr . 
ThwlNr 
Thurber 
Movie: 
A Nlght 
In.Cesablanca" 
Cmt' 
Cmf 
Cent' 
Cm¥ 
W man Woman 
Giant 
, Sesamo 
Street 
Sesame 
str~ 
Kolak 
Kolak 
Knick 
Kolak 
10a.m. to 
• Price Is 
Right 
Love of ,Life 
• Midday News • 
• Young &' 
The Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness 
News 
• As The World 
Turns 
As The World 
Turns 
Guiding 
Light 
NI In 
The Fatally 
Match 
"Game 
Dlnahl 
DIMhl 
Dlnahl 
Dlnahl 
"Aladdin" 
character lunch kit 
with child proof bottle 
$3.39 
4606 LAZELLE AVE 
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
LTD. 
Store Houri: ,Tues to Sat,9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
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 .Protesters turned   
left to die :'  back at border .i 
::. SURREY, B.C. CP - Jon 
Gerherg pleaded with his 
rescuers to save him as he 
lay completely hidden 
within the .blazing semi- 
t, ailer cab that pinned him 
after his truck flipped over. 
'~.Mter an hour-long battle 
with death TueSday night, 
Surrey firemen, i police and 
spectators managed to 
finally free the 28 year old 
driver frvm Coumbes on 
Vancouver bland. 
~RCMP said that when the 
first police arrived at the 
exit romp off the  Tram- 
Canada Highway in Surrey 
ouec~ the truck's fuel tanks 
was exploding. 
"The driver was still 
inside," RCMP Constable 
G.W. Halstend said. "He 
was conscious, he • kept 
telling us whet was ha~- 
peMng and y ailing to usto 
get him out. . ~, 
"It was touch-and-go all 
the time we worked to free 
him: We wondered if we 
as~i. get him out 'alive," 
a fire department 
spokesman at the scene. ~ 
.He was visible from the 
waist up after a while but 
the steering wheel was still 
• n'apped armma'him. The 
f l~  was- burning all the 
time." 
RCMP and firemen used 
fire extinguishers to keep 
flames away from Gerber. 
Carbon dioxide tanks, di'y 
powder fire retardants and 
air: chisels driven' by. 
compressors were wed to 
control the fire and free him 
from the wreckage. 
• put toO mueh water in the 
cab or he'd have drowned," 
said a firefighter. - -  
?he man's fenr-year~Id 
son was thrown elear of the 
18 wheel, truck before the 
fuel tonk exploded. The boy 
was uninjured, 
Gerberg was taken' to 
hospital and was listed in. 
good eonditfon Wednesday. 
RCMP said rain and poor 
driving conditions may have 
been factors in the single- 
vehicle accident. 
"The truck took the exLst, 
lest control, flipped on its l 
side and the trailer jack- 
knifed," an RCM[P 
spokesman said. 
• One man ll.vi.k~_ nearby 
who witnessed' the rescue 
said it was fast action by 
police and firemen out/tug 
away part of the cab that 
save dthe driver's life. 
Another eyewitness aid the 
truck, loaded with 
newsprint, sent flames 30 
feet into the air after the cab 
caught fire and the black 
smoke plumed 500 feet 
above the scene. 
i , 
..: VANCOUVER CP-  Four Canadians were turned .-..> 
back Tuesday at the United States Blaine, Wash. .~.~ 
border crossing because they said they planned to ,,.;:~ 
,--supp°rtan anti-Trident demonstration later in the ::= 
! - -~n Sawatsky, a former probation Officer living in ::~ 
: nearby Surrey, said he and Kalhteen Deering and "' 
."Brian Tetxelrs, both of Vancouver, and Gone Wallace, 
a Catholle priest from Winnipeg, were detained for 
i half an hour before they decided to return to Canada. 
"It was harrassment, especially from a 
bureaucratic point of view," said Sawatsky in an 
interview Wednesday. "There was no ethieal or moral 
basis for keeping us DutY 
Meanwhile, at the Bangor, Wash. Trident nuclear 
submarine base, about 200 people gathered at the 
gates to hand leaflets to workers leaving the site. , 
Sawatsky said the border officers identified his car 
visit when he had attended a, protest at the Trident 
base now under construction. 
He said the customs inspector told the group they 
were inadmiasable even though they stated they would 
not place themselves in a "violent or an arrest 
situation.'" The alternative to returning was ap 
parring at an immigration hearing. 8uany days at Terrace Library are fun for youngsters 
like (left to dght) Darien Volkman, Teresa Volkmanand 
Laurie Hamilton who take their reading material outside 
to the plc~le tables. The tables were made by the DlsWlct 
of Terrace. 
• 'S :  
;."::-: 
3 
r.~. 
Carter  delays .,.,.,,.,.,,o. 
II I ILI  ILUE OR REO' 
pipeline move ' " " " ' " ' " " ° ' " ' ' "  
: RILES $,B,U[L 21,96  
WASHINGTON CP fielala met Tuesday at 
President Carter will not Andrews'Air Force Base 
make hls deetsion known on noarthe U.S. eapital to BOYS JEANS 
a proposed gas pipeline discuss eonditions Canada 
from Alaska before wants to impose on any 
Congress resumes Sept. 7, .pipeline crossing Canada 
House news seeretaw Jedy from Alaska to the sout .~ PREWASHRD WITH R 
Powell said tedOy, states. WIDE LEO STYLE ONLY, 
Powell said a[ h,o daft- ~ The next stage in the EIOELLENT FOR STARTIN6 
,,,,m,,,,wo,.,,n,,o,ho%'~o,.,o~ negotiations willbe talks at TIE liEwseHoOLJEAR: / 
. .'"~..,..~-"'~'~n=L'A...."-,~..~."~'.~.'~-thendnisterlal level 
2,99 is in session zeWsmuon, uartor was to SIZES g.lR L ' makeids decisionby Sepi. 1, 
• roweU said he does not uaieas he fonna!ly gave 
Know now ~;anacta - U,S. himself an "extension. But 
negotiations on the pipeline the Sept. liniUal deadline is 
m progressing, not considered applicableff 
Canadian and U.S. of- Congress is adjourned. 
Great escape 
• o,-o 
• . . 
o 
: '0 
W~Jla prison discovered a
12:foot 10rig tunnel before it 
could do prisoners any good, 
a spokesman, for the 
Department of Social and 
Health-, Services said 
O'~fl i  y.  cers dispatched to said. i 
"Iaers Park" in the prison ,..Five other men were in 
sawapris0nerellmblnginto: . he.:room .adjacent . o 
the windot, of a .electr.onic : ~tmmeF,.but no ~resis were 
eq~i. pment ~,r..oon~.. Used, :by~i; ,n~d~;~e ~]pkesmkn s~dd.. 
10risoners. Usinga metal None "oz me men wei~ 
~obe, officers then sear- eligible for parole beforethe 
ehod. the aces behind the -1999's, 
.v.,. 
2nd WEEK .-:~. 
. t~ .~,  
U FRI--SAT- "~" -:
• : .~ , :  
• g:.. ~t ./ 
[ 
MISSES TOPS 
PULLOVER STYLE, 
MADE OF POLYESTER AND 001'i'01 
IR PLAID FA11'ERH OILY 
MENS TRAOK SUIT 
DRYGOODS DEPAR TMENT 
MENS JEANS 
PREWASHED LEVIS 
IN WIDE LEG OIILT. 
SIZES U-SO .... 
I 
I 
19,99 .. 
JOGGERS 
....... MADE BY "IIO"TH STIR". 
WRITE KH OLRE UATIER OR aLOE AND WRITE SUEDE. 
TOOTle-11-1|1/|  .49 .... 
i i  :88 1/21 2m88 .... 
. . . .  ;SEe SLAOKS 
lADE-OF FOLIESTER AliB VlSOOSE 
IN PUIN i OOLOURS 
Sizes 7-14 
GIRLS 
TOliTLI[HEoK S1 
BADE OF 100% 
FOR EAST WAil 
SIZES 8-14 
eon socks 
A SAPPY FOOT HEALTH WOK 
MIBBFA|TURER BY MoORIOOR 
IB ASSORTED OOLOURS, 
,.,-..,,,,, 1.25 
SELEOTEO MATERIALS 
I I  ASSORTED BLENDS AiR OOLlliS 
60% off plan foiled , , . , , . ,4  ..0,., 8 ,99  ... ,,.0,., 9.99. ; 
OLYMPIA, Wash. AP - room and discovered the 
Anotber 4 feet and prisoners three foot wldetmmel. .. : %! ....~ / .... .~.:... ~ .... . , 
a tannel to freedom at the tunnel would have tar-. .... ":"" . i, . . ' 
state penitenttary, nduated outside the wall, ~ 
Officials at the Walls the spokesman said. CRISPY FRESH 
The prisoner/, Joseph ' ] PRODUCE ~i  Brooks, 22, who was sen- 
tented from Yokima Cmmty 
fer first degree murder, 
was placed in an isolation 
cell, but no charges ha,e ~ ~S~l~e l '~/~ I been. Wed, the spokesman ~ .~ 
'
i . eo therme wer in  ,~=:~=; -~!~,  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -., I 
he.:room adjac t  the a L, 
tu neF,*but *nom' sis re ~ "L 
" ei a.P kesman ai .;~ i t  - ~  I :  . , ,~ . . .  , . . , , . . .M ,  , , . - . .  ~ ~L. o,,.eL - - ' "  
None "0, e. en ere ~l , , . ,w :~. :  I I  
li i le f r ur le fore the SUNLIGHT PIWEREi NETEBiEIIT ,o Lm.*BOX 4.88 
for acnel'" { ,,,,LB,0, ,,m':",, ' ' 
: Lb. ~ "  nT~;~" I ;  TUNA 0NUNE UEET e04,  ,~ o*. T,, ,1~ 
M i :1 :.$6. ~I OUT WM( BrdNS OO.OF ,4 FL. o,. TIN ' ~/ .  racle , 
vX=o~xA cP The hepes that the Seals-d ~ 'NTA R0$A '~  :' ~ '<,~[OM"], ~ , .MjiOJUi0m 0HF.JML:TT~ ,'LE Rex ,t~ I 
aquariumeouldsaveitslife: PLUMS s ~1 R FEN'DAUB I ~ " ' , 
Since .then ~it hap keen H| ~n.~=t.r.r, |S ORANGE FLAVOOR ORVSTALS mR ,,o,.T,, 1 ,8  
' "  -.~ ~! '  S~llges~LIDRehl'l . l~ LEMON ~OIOE RGERANTTHIkT~SED 24 FL. OZ. ,TL. . .70 
buml~_ and tesio~.covering 
Miracle's' skin wmcn were 
feared to be. systemic .recovering ~.in. a saltwater 
parasites are nothing more hotel pool,under the care of 
than aekin infection simil~r aquarium staff. • ~ . . . . . .  %~k ' . .7 '  
to sane, test .results . "She has an adoloncent~ ~ ~ sp,c,,l ~/ 
revealed Tuesday.' . .  skin problem probably ~ ' ~ 0W|E FLAYHR 0RUST|f3 SUNOOL0 4.s,~or..E~v. ,10 
broughton by.lnaeUvlty and' ~ ~ ~  WXWELL IIOIISE OOFFEE RED. ORIMO ,, ~ ~ _ _ _ ~  , ~. ~0. 3J19 The young killer, whale poor eating, Sealand . ---~ ' ~ . - *~ 
was found dying of gunshot manager An~,us M~tthews ~ ~ , ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ FLOOR o ROSES , k=. SAO 
wou~. Aug. 10 and was ~aid in an interview < ~" ~"-~ ? "  SPECIAL CONSUMER NRK LOIN 1.N Le, OAIlNING JIB LIDS PACKAGE OF. 1,29 rescued by special permit in Tuesday. • ~ SLIOED BAOOH"EMPIRE', Le. pKo. 1~6 CUT FROM GOV'T INSPECTED PORK 
Reprimand notes ~"! .... GIBNAGE BAGS OROWRLI|E PKO. OF z0 • • Itl ODD'ABE ROLLS 1,89  lb. ~ " TRAY PAK , ,~  lb. 
" "FROZEN" j , I ~ BIINES TOP OHOIOE DOG FOOD ~ No; P~o. 2,79 spark walkout ~ STANDIliG RIB ROAST FRIINR |NIOKEN !|1[ CUT FROM CAN, GR. ABEEF ,  I ,N  Lb ,  1" N E r ~ U U  i ~  Lb .  [ - " 
NANAIMO, B.C. CP - lettem of reprimand from I]] FORK LOINS ONIOKEN LOAF SLIOED 16 oz. PXe. m~ lb. ~;i~ F R O Z E N 
About 35) British Columbia their personalflles. " ~ FRERII OR FROZEN . . . . . . . . .  SAUHIli HUT FlEe ASS'T VARIETIES 2/07 • IBAUB§IUl BY TIE PIEOE ~lb  ' Telephone Co. employees A 'conipany spokesman Ill FAMILY PKO, END OUTS ~ " BRrdl) DOOgN RHODES .ow. o,=~, ~o. ,=o, 1 J  
remained~morning, fWowing°ff the walkoutsJ°b this Vancouvermid niOnhaveeXeouUVe~agreed to ins OUT FHH ROVer mSPEoTED PeRK 1.36 Lb, BEEF SAUSAHE J Lb. VJ/ "'o---: - - - -  
Duneanand Port Albernlon Meanwhile, .a" ' un~on . 
Vancouver Island. ...,.. spokesman said the local ~ ~- -  ___. . _  ffi= 
anion is holding a meeUng 
/The• employees, members today to plan its next move. " '  ' " PR IOE 
of the Telecommunication Manngemenr , . .o ,m, ATYOUR 100% CANADIAN OWNED GAS STATION FULL SERVlOE AT THE RIGHT ~ Workers Union, left their are maintaining e~ential 
services, but B.C., Tel mid Jobs: fol.lowl~g a s tudy  
session by about 65era- commercial offices in the 
ployeee in Nanaiino who are 
demanding th eremoval of today. 
three centres will be'closed 
Re|, prises 
°F": 
,~.C'YJ. 
J 
~o 
• + 
. _ +  PowerfuiSoviet navy can strike+ 
~l i~ ~l l ,hm t~. ,_~.m~.-..~:~_.:.~.~. 
st y he e, wa ns tai a lmo an w r r Bri n 
.,: ~bllshed every weekday at 3~12 IOIlum St. Terrace B.C. A 
,% 
o . 
member of Varified Circulation. Authorized al uco~d class 
mall. Registration number 1201. Postage paid In cash, return 
postage guaranhmcl. 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT 
The Herald retains full,complete and sole copyright In Shy 
advertisement produced and~r any editorial or 
photographic onteot puMIshecl In the Herald. Reprod~tloe 
Is net permitted without the wrltton permlnlon of the 
Pobllsher. 
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Cloverlawn 
"~ The goed news has flnelly eomefrom Vancouver 
that Cloverlawn Investments i poised to eom-  
:' mence construction on the 40 stm'e Skeena Mall. 
.: This centre'will bring a radical trans/ormaflon to
.. Terrace's downtown core and new .shopldng 
, alternatives to resldmts. 
'~ Though there haye been many d~lays in getting 
underway - company spokesman Carl McGewan 
himself admitted that eonstrueflm should have 
:. started in June, it is indeed welcome news that the 
development is finally being initiated in earnest. 
eenlre • - Not only will the b  a boon Terrace to 
: shoppers, it will also become a powerful attraction 
to lure even more business from Kitlmat. Just 
= having these added buyers in the city will bring 
extra business to the other Lakeke Ave. merelmnts 
who.will not be tenants attbe Skesna Mall. 
In simple terms, then, the entire economy ~of 
- Terrace will be enhanced by the project. 
We welcome Cloverlawn's announcement bet we 
ask the company to be a bit more accessible in. 
future. Council has written the development 
corporation a number of times in recent mont~ 
but has still to receive a reply. This newspaper had 
~+ a difficult ime in recent days reaching a company. 
i spokesman. And temmts of the already-completed 
.~ smaller' shopping centre that Clovelawn built have 
.~ legitimate complaints about unfinished work to 
:.i which they would like answers. 
!i When Mr. McGowan arrives in Terrace next' 
~i week, we hope he dears  up the tmeertainties that  
" b It ":~ haw+surrounded Clovelaw~ s performance to dale. 
!~ Then, we ean all Work together to  further im- 
ii proving our downtown alternatlves. 
'+ MEN1"  '+, . , .  
:~ Bud Cutlen says he wahts to he called Bud Cullen. " 
~ A news release issued by the cabinet minister's new 
public relations advisor ,George Brimmel, says Cullen 
: "figures this would be a good lime to streamline his 
name for publication p~."  . 
The streamlined name, Brimmell says, is in keel:kg with 
the new. name of Cullen's porlfollo. It used to be man- 
.: power and immigration, ow it's employment and im- 
~.i migration. " . ' 
:: "Would you be kind enough In future to refer to him 
simply as plain Bud Cullen" Brimmel Uks in the news 
"..i release. 
:: "No more Jack Sydney George Bud Cullen, of J.S.G. Bud 
!i  len. 
:: "Just Bud." 
Fall election fever continues to kepp federal l~litiebms 
on tenterhooks. A number are keepin~ their fall agendas 
ii flexible and one, former cabinet minister Herb Gray, has 
:,i cancelled a planned trip with his children to Disney 
World in Florida in case Prime Minister Trndeeu decides 
,.: to call an early vote. 
~. Progressove Conservatives have Joked other hucksters 
!i at the annual Central Canda Exhibition owunder way in 
(: Otawa. They're selling party memberships from a 
~.: trailer set up on the fair grounds between a cm'rie booth 
'.: and an organ display. 
:'J To encourage sales, the party isadvertlaing a raffle for 
- those who sign up. "" Opp~l" 'Leaderuon • ! Fint prize in the draw is dinner wzm 
:: Joe Clark and his wife, Maureen MeTeor. 
,! 
j Prime Minister Trudeau apparenilygot more titan ha 
bargained for when he accepted a Newfoundland dog 
from promoters of the Canada Summer Games is St. 
John's during a spring Parliament Hill ceremony, 
The big black puppy wasn't housebroken a d Trndeau 
took it back to it's Newfoundland kennel for training 
when he helped open the games earlier this month. 
The normally stately House of Commons chamber has 
been reduced to rubble this week as workmen prepare 
the place for television and more MPs, 
MPs desks here been removed, carpets have been 
pulled up and steel beams and other construction 
material littlers the floors. 
The renovations, designed to prepare the Commons for 
televised ebated and a gradually increasing number of 
MPs ,are expected to be completed in Oetober,shurtly 
before Parliament resumes. 
"This watch you, booght me. is a great Convema. 
tlon piece. I have to ask ,verybocly the timel" 
Russian submarines can strike almost he ' 
entire northern half of the world without 
approaching Western defences, a BritMsh 
naval expert said today. 
Captain John Moore, editor of the 
au~herimtives/anual aval guide, Jane's 
Fighting Ships, is sued the warning In 9 
press tatement, released today, to mark 
~t  o~Uon.blication Thursday of the 1~ 78 
"The increased range of the improved 
SSN 8 missile means that Soviet sub- 
marines could strike virtually the whole 
the northern Hemisphere, including 
Ohina and the U.S.A, and considerable 
areas of Africa without a.l~reaching 
Western defencas," Moore said. 
'~his gives the U.S.S.R. a capability 
unlikely to be matched by the West until 
the 1950's." 
Moore says the Soviet Union is buffing up 
its naval strike power month by month. 
The Soviet navy is extremely powerful 
and well knit and the quality of its ships' 
ans submarines has continued to inpro.ve, 
he says. 
ARMED WITH MISSILES • 
Six mammoth submarines, capable of 
firing the SSN 8 baltstic missiles, ar 
J°l"~e"'" Soviet fleet each year, as well as 
six more armed with Cruise missiles and 
torpedoes. 
The standardof capability is rising+ 
significantly even though the over all 
• numbers n~ight not increase, he said. The 
reference book says that Chiun's stib- 
marine fleet now is third in world ranking. 
it says China's growing force of fast at- 
tack craft includes more than one thirs 
of the entire world totsl.China's fleet is 
designed for local defence, the book says. 
It is well trained, efficient and well 
organized. 
Moore, in his forward, also says that, 
after a slump in bulldin~ and despite 
recent cuts in defence spen~ing, •available 
numbers in the acttve U.S. Navy are 
rising. 
In manpower, he notes, the all volu.ntee, r 
U. S. Navy has the edge en many rwa, m.. 
He ako says Brlflen's once powerful 
navy will soon become a "small ship" 
navy with the backing of one, later two, 
maybe three, medium sized ships. 
LACKS MANPOWER ' 
Moore says current Sovietnaval 
consider, able although the navy suffers 
• from anmpower problems and relles too 
heavily on centralized control s.nd-~'a 
tendency to conduct a shlp's affmre ny 
committee." 
It had 380 general purlzze submarines 
"'If prices keep climbing at this rate, I'll have to use the carts for bringing money, ,and 
' mypursefor carrying the groceries/" , ": 
i 
DIDN'T COMMIT MURDERS " 
Prisoner out after 30 years 
While Ralph Lohaugh sat on In- 
diana's death row, rock 'n' roll 
replaced ance band music the 
mini skirt lived and died and two 
wars werefoughtin Asia. Now be's 
free. 
"l'm not bitter or angry," says 
Lobaugh. 'Tm mostly to blame for 
my trpubles. Now I want to forget 
the past and make a new future." 
Lchaugh,60, was freed from prison 
Tuesday after serving 30 years for 
three murders the state of Indiana 
agrees he didn't commit. 
Lobaugh "will 'be staying at a 
halfway house here for six months 
as part of his work release parole. 
He is looking forward to beginning 
work just as qnickly as he can find 
a job. 
Lchaugh, who arrived at Indiana's 
death row on Oct.27, 1947, will 
recieve afull parole if all goes well 
during his stay here. 
During his time in prison, the 
high school dropout is said to 
have educated himself and passed 
psycheatric tests without any 
problems before the parole was 
granted. 
COFFESSED KILLINGS 
In 1944, the northern I diana city of 
Fort Wayne was stunned by four 
murders of young women.  
Lobaugheonfessed to three of the 
killings. :~ 
Lobaugh recanted his confession, 
but was tried and sentenced to 
death. In 1949, after two other men 
were arrested and convicted in the 
same case, then Gov. Henry. 
Schricker ordered an in- 
Vestigation, calling the case "one 
of the most sor did messes in 
the history of the state." 
In his report, State Police Dec- 
tective Price Cox said: "It is the 
studied opinion of this investigator 
that Ralph Lcahaugh is not a fit 
person to be free on the streets of 
any city but not qnilty of killing 
these three,wome~i." Schricker 
them~ conuhuted Lobangh's en- 
+ ten'~i: to life. His ease was ap- 
pealed to the Indiana Supreme 
Court, Which .'said it did not merit 
review. 
Lobangh made three requests for 
clemency, winning it on the third 
try last month after Gov. Otis 
' Bowen ordered a..new study of the 
case  
Arms race must end 
pleads mental health group 
Antropologist Margaret Mead appealed for a halt to the 
arms race. 
Speaking to more tha 2,000 delegates from 44 countries at 
• a meeting Of the world Federation for Mental Health, 
Mead said that current generations must "stop the 
proliferations.of plutonium'stop the arms race, stop the 
spreading ofall death and danger in the world." 
: :Our experience in the past has been that most people's 
lives were given meaning when asked to die for 
something they cared agreat deal about," shje she said. 
"Now in a strange way, the responsiblity has shifted 
" from how todie to one's country to being prepared to ~i~,,~ 
for one's country. 
She supported the concept of world citizenship and said 
the federation was one of the first groupw to realize the 
importance of interconnected, interdepented liaison 
between different peoples, and the setting up of social 
institutions to improve the life of mankind. 
Dr. Seymour Halleck, a United States psychiatrist, said 
It IS important to consider how much of so called mental 
lllucss Is a problem within an individual and how much 
lt;s and outcome of social environment. 
He asked whether current herapeutic methods are not 
~.~Leotuating the status quo of present conditions. 
n Eiseberg, a wellknown child psychia~ist f rom 
Boston, said the federation should insist on' certain 
fundamentals regarding children: guaranteed 
adequate family income :'not that affluence is ira- 
portant or necessary, but en ensure a freedom from 
want;" a right to he born wanted Huinan or 
techincal failure in birth control methede should be 
backed up with elective abortion; imporovnd support 
for mothers, including better day care 
~guaranteed a equate family income " not htat af- 
fulence is Important or necessary, but ensure a freedom 
from want;" 
a human right to be bern wanted Human or technical 
failure in birt}~ control methede should be backed up with 
elective abortion; 
improved support for mothers, including better 
day care system.; " 
education i to the importance of good nutrition and ,. 
manternal care; .. , 
Dr. Jack Weinberg, President of the American 
Pyschiatrlc Association, well known for Ms pioneer 
work in aging, told the congress that western society 
must treat its elderly with greater importance. 
The present compulsory etirement system, small mbile 
families, and lack of understanding I crease the sense of 
loneliness and isolation oft he elderly, he said. 
• + +~" 
of which probably 250 to ~0 80 of t l~n 
nuclear  purpose submar ines ,  
propelled could be available for 
operations. 
Moore says the most dramatic unvelll~ 
in 'the Soviet Union last year was that 
the Kiev, an aircraft carder In all buther 
Soviet class name .of "anti submarke " 
cruiser." 
"Differing in many ways from her 
Western predecessore, shelsthe first of a 
class of at least three and possibly four. 
'~'he Ktev has a formidable missile in 
addlton to arlcrat and helicopters;" 
Moore notes the "appalling rise in eos~ 
modern weapons ystems." 
. Moore predicts that Western e~w~m~lc 
problems will continue to limit clarence 
budgets, although the colt of modern 
~ l r i~y  ' systems .will continue to rise 
CHURCH WARNS 
'We can't:afford 
North America 
Speakers  who told the 
United• Church general 
council on Tuesday that 
Canada moat try to help 
Third World countries 
FEAR CHANGE 
This included "our inability 
to imagine how a Mmpler 
style of life, could" 
rather than attack our 
disagreed.on methede, humanity, our fear that.lr 
Rev. Robert Mclean of woulS make upprey to'othe~ 
Scarborough, Ont., chair- political gro~s in the world 
man of a 17 member ,who threaten our place in 
e0mmlslon on the en- the sun," the committee 
vironment, told the 27th said. 
generalcouncil, that he size Bu But Harold Jenner, lay 
andscopeofman'sdemands delegate from Red Deer, 
on the Wodd's resources Alta., favored reliance en 
mustbeadjusteddrastieally improved methods ofuM~ 
down ff human life In to the world. • 
endnre .  
+Mclean sald:"The world 
cannot afford North 
America 
"Many human beings in the 
lsat decade or so have begun 
to entertain the s tugg~ 
thought that the mains 
• direction man's life had 
taken in the last century is 
fundamen~lly ~ ,~!sdirec- 
ted." .~:" +.i'/ ~ ~ 
Hts com~al'tt~'~ '+ ~eport 
suggested the church create 
a new agency to "initiate 
I ,  and monitor and ad- 
mis t ra t ive  and  
organizational goal dealing 
with the care of the earth. 
The committe said men feel 
aa apathy which par- 
ticularly arises from a 
"fateful combination" of 
man's guilty complicity in 
"in the rape of nature,oar 
greedy dependence upon the 
planet's resources,our 
impotence before the size 
andscope of the changes 
needed in the social and 
economic order to reduce i t s  
gargantuan appetites." 
He said the commltte Is 
looking at the problem the 
wrong way when .it 
suggested North Ameriomm 
can help the Third World.by 
• reducing thier living 
standard. - 
"I don't think it's possible 
and I don't think it would 
help the Third World," 
Jenner sai~ . . . .  .~~, 
"What we, really'need ~ dp 
is de~,elop a stratngy ,Of. 
making the poor productive 
, of finding ways of givinl a 
man dignity by look!ilg after 
himself and really stop 
saying our standard that we 
are going to reduce of 
standard of living.". 
Abrey 01dlwm ,a-relired 
insurance  compa'ny 
executive of Bai'eebrldlle; 
Ont., supported Jenner 
,saying: "Every soetal . 
change in history has been 
caused by revolution and not 
by friendly ~rsuasion;" 
The committe's repm~ will 
he discussed again haler 
before the councils 
Aug.30. 
HOMe.MADe PASSPORT' 
Swedes respect 
C ree nat ion 
A ~ northern Ontario 
Indian says that Sweden 
officially has reeonlzed the 
Dree nation by allowing him 
into the country on a 
home made Ind ian  
passport. 
Fred,  Plains of Tim- 
rains,Ont., arrived in this 
northern Swedish. city from 
Montreal Monday, and 
ireeented an immigration 
official with a passport 
issued by the 
Nishnawbe Aski area, the 
Cree of Ontario's grand 
Council Treaty No.9. The 
official studied the 
Paesport, stamped it and 
cleared Phain's arrival. 
The passport was made by 
an Indian in Timmins and 
follows closely the 
design of Canadian 
passports. 
- Unlike the gold lettered 
blue Canadian passport, 
P la ins  document  has  a 
' simple brown, cover. 
The inside is hand printed in 
English and Cree, but the 
lettering is so delicately. 
sone thatit appeats 
to have been machine 
Pinin's photograph wi is 
affixed to an inside page 
with the offlcal stamp of the 
grand council. 
"I think it's very important 
that a sovereign European 
"' nation has given recognition 
, to a sovereign 
nation in Canada," sald 
Plains, who is in Sweden for 
the. World Council of In -  
digenous People's con- 
forence " that begins 
W~Inosday in Kiruun.. _ 
FArlier this month, Grand' 
Council Treaty No;9' 
presented the ontario ~ 
government with' , a '  
declaration but insited this/ 
does not make the Cree~ 
separatists. 
"We are simply making a.~ 
declaration ofour i h ,  ,, ...... " denti .a  "i ~ 
he said. . i. 
Meanwhile,it ap~_  ed tlmt ~' 
the immigration Official who ~ 
stamped the  pml~' t  ~ 
simply did so in a i~ush. 
Plains said the official, who 
appeared ' somewhat  
bewi ldered  by  the  Cree  
syllabics,missed an Im-  
portant error: the date of 
the issue was given as 
Angoat ,1978. . .  ~; 
Plains ,a c0nsultam to 
Grand Treaty No.9., also 
has a valid Canadian 
passport. He said ~ ~.!~ 
would~ ' have producedit ff ~, 
the Vree document had been :: 
rejected. !i 
CHURCHILL 
REPORTED 
Sir' Winston Churchill '~ 
began his'career.as ,war ( 
~horrespondent at ached to ,: 
e Spanish army in Cuba in, 
' 1 8 9 5 . .  , ~ . 
, . , • # • . , 
I 
bave been drawn ap for a 
s~ries ,, of  professional 
athletic meetlngs which 
might strike at the heart of 
the Olympic movement, one 
-of the organizers sa id  
.~Wednesday. 
• i 
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C a ts %1 ally 
Hamilton Tif~er Cats 
took an early lead then hung 
on as an Edmonton rallyfeil 
short to post a 27 22 win 
over the Eskimos in 
Canadian Football League 
/me Wednesday night. 
th 50 seconds left in the 
game and the Eskimos 
.trailing 27 20; Edmonton 
quaterbaek Bruce Lee-  
merman over threw 
;Howard Strickiand in 
the end ~one on a third d- 
won and three situation 
from the Hamilton 13 yard 
line. 
Hamilton ran out the clock 
. Northwest faltball champlom, Skeena Cedar Kings of Paulson; (ceMre left to right) Norm Zloklthonlts, lan 
!: .ii :Terrace are en their way to Keiowna for the Labor Day Johnson, Dave Sharpe, Glen Ceffey and Dick Coxford; 
~:,weekend!s B.C. 8enlor"B" Men's Fastball Tournament. (front left to right) Pete Peterson (coacb), Dung Rix 
,.~ Tenm members are (backrow, i ~fttoHght) Phil Weloch, (batboy), Dale Wlens, Dave Hay, Brant Arnold-Smith, 
Gar~ Rim, Terry Grimm, Lar ry  Elderkin and Gary Tom Carson and Ken Ziegler. 
'" $2 MILLION IN PRIZE MONEY 
, r 
tpro athletics may ki l l  Olympics 
, LONDON Reutor- Plans Shuaibi said it was in. amateur code whie.h lies at lalowlodge of the proposed 
the, heart of the Olympic 
movement. But if it sue- 
eecds, it could be a major 
step towards forcing-the 
Olympic  author i t ies  
eventually to L allow 
professionals tocompete in 
the 'Games. 
Details on entries and 
sites are to be announced at 
,two press conferences tohe 
he ld  simultaneously in 
LondOn and  Wash ington  
next  month .  
Freder ick  Ho lder ,  
treasurer of the In, 
te rnat iona l  Amateur  
Athletic Federation. IAA ,  
said the London-based 
governing body bad no 
series, t 
"Any meeting with prize 
money would .contravene 
the rules "of the IAAF," 
Holder sa id . . "But  I think. 
athletics i slrong enough to 
cope with this. • 
"I  don't think many 
competitors would be 
prepared to risk their whole 
athletics life for one prize." 
Shuaibi said: - I  am 
aware of the IAAF rules rind 
I am also a~vare that there is 
suey a thing as freedom of 
•choice." 
He stressed that the series 
would be open to all com- 
Peolititors egardless of their 
ties. 
~ ~TIad Shuaibi, chairman of next year. 
/the Dubai sports Cor- " The site for the final will 
~.poraUonwhich*is launching be selected from among 
the venture'4n conjuntion Honolulu, Minieh, Cairo, 
~:' with a Chicago television' Montreal, LOS Angeles and 
,:~sald prize ihoney in the Mexico 'Cit~. . 
!proposed series would total The organizers are hoping 
.more than $2 million: The, the enormous prizes will 
~tetal budget is $6 million, lui-e the world's leading 
~ The biggest single prize athletes away from the 
be ~300,000 tothe winner amateur~arena. 
' Golden Mile" at the final Tht venture is fun- 
:.meeting. damentelly at odds with the 
tended that the preliminary 
meetings would be held in 
about three months time. • 
These would be followedby 
eight regional semi.finals 
with the final being sta~ed 
in September or october 
in the remaining time with 
Ken (~lark conceding a 
twopoint safety as time ran 
out.  
With Hamilton leading 
16 3 at half time, the Ticats 
built up their lead to 27 6 
before the Eskimos made a 
valiant come back attempt 
with  11 minutes remaining. 
Edmonton move! the ball 
after Lemmerman replaced 
starting quarterhack Tom 
Wilkinson, who went out of 
the game with a slight in- 
jury. The Hamilton team, 
dPlaying in a prevent 
efence, allowed Lem- 
merman to throw un- 
derueath the deep screen 
and he moved his team 
down for their first touch- 
down, a seven yard pass to 
Strickland at 10:35. , 
On the ensuring kiekoff, 
Hamilton's Jimmy Edwards 
fumbled the ball on his own 
27 yard line and the 
Eskimos recovered. 
Lemmerman moved his 
club to the three on a 
Stand ings  
By THE CANADIA l t  PRESS ~ 
• CFL 
.East 
• WL.TF  AP  
Montreal 6 0 135 74 12 
Ottawa 2 4 0 127 126 4 
Harnllton 2 4 88 129 4 
Toronto 2 5 0 106 137 4 
West 
B.C. 5 2 0 156 114 1 
Edmonton "4 2 0 181 '115 8 
Sask 3 3 0 112 149 6 
Winnipeg 3 3 0 137 144 6 
• Calgary 150  85139 2 
Wednesday Result 
Hami!ton 27 Edmonton 
Sunday's Game 
• Calgary at Saskatchewan 
2 yard pass to Strielkland 
undJim Germany scored on 
a three yard Sweep to 
move Edmonton, to within 
I seven points with 2:55 
remaining. 
Edmunton, got the ball 
back with 2:O6 left on the 
clock and after a 2O yard 
run by Germany moved the 
ball down to the 17 yard 
line. The drive installed on 
the 13 with the incomplete 
pass to Strickland and 
Hamilton preserved the win, 
its second in six games. 
Hamilton appeared to 
have the game well in hand 
when, quarterback J immy 
Jones and Mike Harris 
combined on a 50 yard, 
pass and run play at 
10:56 of the third quarter. 
Minutes ear l ier ;  Ed-  
mon~an's Dave Cutler 
became the alltime landing ram 
g 
Canada 0 
scorer in league history with 
, a 28 yard field goal at 9'03. 
Cutler came into the game 
trailing former Calgary 
kicker Larry Robinson by 
three points, 
But he tied the record in the 
second qunrtor with a field 
goal giving each player 
1,035 points then became 
the highest scorer ~th  bis 
third quarter field goal. 
• Hamilton was led by 
Harris with two touch- 
downs, Ticate piscekicker 
Nick Jambroski had 15 
points on four field goals, a 
single and two converts. 
With the victory, the 
Tieats moved into a 
second place tie with 
Toronto Argonauts and 
Ottawa Rough Riders in the 
Eastern Football Can- 
ference. Edmonton has a 
4 2 recbrd and sits in 
secund place in theWestern 
Football Conference. 
Edmonton was fortunate 
to be behind Just 16 3at the 
half. The Eskimos com- 
mitted four' tu r -  
n overs three of which led 
toHamiltonseores and took 
foolish/~enalties. 
The Ticats opened the 
scori~ on a 39 yard field' 
by Jam~osic after Ed- 
monton's Larry Washington 
fumbled on his ow~ 46. 
:The Tiuats increased the 
score ot to 6. 0 after their 
drive stalled on the Eskimos 
ll!.'yard line. Jambresic 
was good from the 19 to end 
the/ .st quarter scoring. 
The Eskimos, behind the 
miming of Germany, moved 
the ball from their own 5 to 
the Hamilton 39 and from 
there Cutler kicked a field 
. goal. 
Washington committed 
his second fumble of the 
night at the Edmonton 44' 
and Jambrosic connected 
for a 33 yard field goal at 
7:19 of the second quarter to 
make the score 9 3. 
The lone touchdown i the 
rust half came an the r~ult  
of two Edmonton blunders. 
Germany had a Wilkinson 
pass deflect off his'  
fingertips ~and after t~o 
Ticats defenders tipped the 
bail, it fell into the bands of 
Hamilton's A lan  Moffat, 
who returned the ball 19 
yards to the Edmonton 5. 
Hamilton's drive failed at 
the Edmonton 34 and from 
there Jambrosic was wide 
with, a 41 yard field goal 
attempt that was initally 
conceded by Larry High° 
baugh for a single point. 
However, Edmonton was 
penalized for ellppieg on the 
piny and Hamilton ended up 
with a first down on the 
Eskimos 19 yard line. 
After Jones completed a
first dqwn pass to Edwards 
inside the one yard line, 
Harris scored on a plunge 
ovei" the line at 13:29 and 
• Hamilton went into the  
dressing room at helfUme to 
a standing ovation from the 
23,725 lvor Wynn Stadium 
falls. 
WANTED"  
VAULT INTO reST PLACE avenges Ang YOU LOOKING 
io rout Argo " hd  Canadian atbletes took their ]FOR ]EXTRA ~ION]EY L ns s wit  efenoe reveugeWednesdayngainstagroup & A NIGHT JOB . . . .  of Italians who had been 
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tba 30-0 Canadian Football prevemeapmcmg uus s~y Toronto 16 but B.C. was Passaglia's 45 yard field " . . . . . .  uit  r I • ,.n,,ohthnldlna W,h , ,~ , , ,a  a~l  , CoachJaekDonohueandasslstant g a p myers we ran  get. 
~eague victory Tuesday iny~te.rday.'s..pa.per. For ~-o-  . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . .  o~-. , ' .  • " ' . " coach Gary Howard of the , ' " • " 
idght. • aruent tootosu fans,, we down and 20 yards to go, Toronto s mabf l i ty  to ' 
Ta~[e found Bri~ht all alone move the ball gave the Lions ' , ,  Cana di.an.b~.ker.tball team were, ,~ Ifyouthinkyourandoatwoweeksingle 
~ The Lions defence also reproduce i t now. • asked to stop me nombers but they * , a , Ant i ,  corner oft~e nd zone. plenty of opportunity to _ ... • . 
pl y.ed a major role .in The argonauts, mean- • ~ .=fused. " Eric Harris, who was work on then' running ame 
, , • 44  h " torcmg tummes ann in- while, went throneh three cov eringBrlght,slippedand whieh |mproved to128 yards . Tl~e,.guy.s.w ojnst.askec.lf, orhelp. ! m,, , ,o N,, , . , , . .  - 
terceptions that gave the quarterbacks ~n-~r~lna to fell when the two bumped from an average of 66 nor " w.om~ cu~..,,m .me wne.n t wan~ea 114b'a~ 5~.'1"5~1 ' 
B.C. club good'field position' muster an offencelmt-(l]'dn't coming off the line of the previoussixgames. .memtogm~..sma.v.ononu.e..3"ne i 
t l~u~outtheconteat ,  get inside B.C. territory scrunege. Strickland l ed  11 ball heaasotme~mlianueiegauondtan't : • 
. /me ~'gonaut offence was until there ~vas 3"40 left in Uons defensive back Ted carriers with 85 yarde on,20 ' e~, e_what'happ.en.ed to*us.. . , .  * Or. photo 635.9151 " 
o~anemlc that the crowd of the third quarter. "The Lions • * 
24,873 began singing and defence came up with eight s~D~u~~4.~)acecec~k C uneg~, ~ar;ar~dihinl:ixHa~ies~.n ~h~ed ' ,. bav~Y%~con$~mr~llearmnmit~:~'~ ' - rfO: ,n . .a .ppo intment  
" " " .,. eua lT IO l l .  c.ban .tang G ood-bye_Len to, turnovers and five quar- to n ~, ,~u  ,,,o~ Lum en had 4 ' ' smart, but maybe now they ll 
me truscraceu 'terence terbacksaekswhileRoaky " eva(]e_hea.~.,... . . . . .  sd 3 ards in . . . .  . " " " 
.~ch ,  A h''we:re' No . I "  Long provided good field ~t t fTb led  on l/is ~ 27, niue carries andY Dennis rememoer tot next time," ' 4 " 
g up a 20 yard field McGraw added 40 yards in , . " ~ , 
ermn was earu in ~mpire' positionfor B.C. with goal by passeglia. 11 attempts for Toronto. • . . . . . . .  "- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  L . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
Stadium for the first time in sparkling kick returns. • That shot knocked Ealey Bright caught wo'passes ~ ~ r ~  ~ " / ~  ~ . . . .  =----=---:% --- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ---~ :------- . . . . . . .  -~--:---=--=-=-=----~ 
years. The Lions, which took a 13 out of the game but neither for 63 yards, Young had four IV~J [~ JL , /~ '~ L_  ~ ' ~-. qua,, ,w ~ ~.. g~ ~,~q. m~.~ ~,~ , , , , " , , ' ,mA ,,,,, 
The" victory - the first in lead into the dreesin~ room ueorge Mira, who doubles for 55 and Terry uafley L SOFIA Rooter "Medal stsn ~"  M ~I  b/' J~  I | I_~K "I" It" I H I I "E'( |~f  _~ 
three home games for the at halftime, could" have as an. assistant coach, nor snared four for 52 as Tagge, . . . . . .  : . .  - ~.~ a - . za~a •a•  ,s.l.z~.~ .z a a&~.~ ~,~.z v , s•  
Uoun ' -  moved them into added to that  tota l  as . . . . . .  Frankl in -,~. . . . . . .  ho . . . . .  ~ " "  " :  "~ amos on me .eugnm clay of the 
, ninth wor la  bTuoeny ~ames fie'st place in the Western Toronto defensive back on in the fourth quar t~ :attempts for 195 yards ;. ~_ .~ ,:,,: o~. 
F, bothail conferencs with. 10 I~orne Richardson in- could m0ve the ' " '  mixed tl his r , ,o,0 . . . . . . . .  251 1 CRAIG DRIVE  Boatmen. p eclevers well ~. .... . . . . . .  , 
~0b/ts,. two ~more than tercepted a Ta~e pass on Harrison!s " touchdo#i/~ ~''whi!~ calling a balanced ~ol"_a'r'12: :" - ".~ ' ;  "qk~N~l  , 
z~amont.on ~.smm~ wmcn the Argo eight yardline and . . . . . .  , o ,  ,z ~ v oappeda78-yardmareh in  ~ame. 'GaryKe i th ]ey ,  whO.Romsnla ~ ' ' e  , .  N,'kA TEBRACE,,B.C. 
.p)ay...me. T.|~er-t;ats at then'  tipped a Mike .1O plays that included a 31 mopped up in the fourth us  7 S 7 / / - ' ~ ' - ~ ~  " ' ' ' 
t/amnton tonlg,..L . ._  ~, ,Strie klandaerialawayfrom yard toss to Young, an II quarter threw only. one pass c~ ~ ' I ~ [ /  ~(.,,~'~,~ \  • M | ' 
, .ui t 'aseagl la lea one Bright~in the end ,.ons the yard scamper by Tag~e and and it was pick off. ~ Poland 3 • " II '( -R )LI I I • • • .._ • 
v .~  U n ip  scor ing:parade for. the next time the Lions got the aleyardsweepover]~tend Ealey w.as good on Six of ,Japan ' 3 3 1 ' ~,'\ "~~3 / J  ~ I I - Agents for, 
Lions, kicking field goais of baH. ~ by Strleldand to set up-two. 10throws lor 49 yards,/ Mira W.Germany 3 . 2 2 ~ ~ ~ ' ~ B ' ~ V ~  ' 
~), 21, 20, 45 and 28 yards. TheL ions  offence stub 
two converts and a 65 yard teredatthebegluniegfothe cztap.ulisand.a plunge by' had two'completions in Czech. " 3 2 o ~ '~f fAV, l~  vur~r t~,xzr  u,  r tnurg ,  g,  rDg '  
tmrrlsen tor me score, " seven tries while Franklin Franch ' 2 1 2 . .dV ,dr  dF ; ~.- V qL,/J[a1~4'2J[1~ J[-/q,.WJ[wj[J~ J [ - J [ J [ ] J~ 
single, game as it took them nine . Kelvin Kirk fumbled- the completed one pass and had Italy 1 3 1 - ' ..:. . . . .  __,  - -  . . . . . . .  
QUarterback Jerry Tagge playsto move 21 yards.for _set up another Passnglia the other intercepted.-, Canada 0' 2 1 ' ' WAHIVlf lG DETECTOH.5 
thi'ew a 26 yard t0iichdown* Passaglla's fi~stficldgoal held goal and start the " . . . . . . . . . . . .  
strike to rookie flanker Laon Passaella missed from 9.'6 " ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ... . . . . . . . . . .  
Bright in the second quarter yards'but ~ot"a second try . goad-bye Lee serenade. ~~.~~:~;~;~;.~;;;;~.~.~;~;%~%%..%%~:¢.:~z~:.:~:%~z~:.:.:~:.:;:%%~%%.~:~:::.:;;%~%~.~:~:~:~:~;~.~.~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ...  ....... .. . ...... ,~ , 
Wlfl]e fullback Jim Harrison when the Argos were ea~-~ turk also fumbled a punt to :::: . . . .  ~., 
give Passaglia a 28 yard  iT:! 1"  " i, FOR INFORMATION- Phone 636-1761 hm-Ilnm 
took three c racksat  the for offside, field goal in the* fourth, ~i R l l  I " i  , r 
Argo line from the. thr.ee Long set up the first Lions quarter, h ' ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ : J ' ' "r 
yarn l ine  oetore t lnany  touchdown when he brake AMirafumblelatelnthe !it " !': FREE NI)iE DEMONSTRATION 
punching over theother B.C. through a wedge on a punt third quarter• .led to ' ~i~ ~ "-~ 
,oo .  . t . ,o , . , . .  II WINDOW  ii, FlEE DEMONSTRATION' T0 |,MO INOLUI)ES 
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~ii ' • . .Is the best'known text- already is evident in many states.' + '~, . 
"Back to b asics'" book from the pa:tt, the 140- communities. Teachers are using these 
".::'ii year-old McGuffcy'sReader, • In Houston, Tex., the "back to the basicL" ap, 
h - ethods about ° replace "sets" the sch°°l day has been length" pr°aches t° pr°vide students + 
~ii! talking typewriter" and • cued by 55 minutesto permit with the knowl~ge n.eededl. ac rang m iiii other educational ~nnova- teachers to devote xtra time for effective func+tioning in 
~:~ higtllig-th floes ass  primary'tool of to reading, writing and an i~tcreasingly compiex education classroom instruction? ' arithmetic, society. 
~i Probably not. But a trend • The Los Angeles, Ideally, teachers will 
;" toward more. traditional Calif., school system has combine the best of tradi~ 
educational methods in the directed its elementary tional and contemporaD" 
nation's schools is clearly school teachers to spend at education. Thiscan result i~ 
emerging.. Teaci~ers, under least five minutes a day on a system that informs an, 
pressure from parents, math computation, stimulates, tudents withes 
school boards, legislators • Overhead projectors, limitingorfrastratingthem. 
and even students hemselves . . . . .  a traditional and highly- ~s , ra~¥~a'  
to do a better job of eff,~tive educational tool, This books c~ndo- ,  nor 
educating, .are placing are receiving increasing this alone: they give 
increasing emphasis on classroom use in many areas 
basic reading, writing, of the country. The 3M New views to life, and 
spelling and math instruc- Company, St. Paul, Minn., teach us how to live; 
tion. which makes and sells these They soothe the grieved, 
This resurgence offunda- Projectors, reports that the stubborn they ~:hastise; 
mental schooling is not teat.her attendance at Fools ti~ey admonish, and 
surprising: desp;ie xtensive workshops demonstrating confirm the wise; : 
aid for eddcational innova- techniqms for projector use Their aid theyyieid toall: 
don and experimentation, has grown significantly in they never shun 
student achievement -- as recent months. 
i The man of sorrow,' nor 
£zeasured' by national • Established private the wretch undone; 
-standardized tes t~ores -  schools, whose curricula 
has dcopped for 13 consecu- stress proficiency in lan- Unlike the hard, the sel-• 
-tive years, guage arts and sciences, are fis~, and the proud, 
According to a 1976 experiencing n n upsurge in They fly not sullen fron/ 
Gallup Poll, 59 percent of enrollment, the suppliant crowd; 
adults aged 18 and Over said • Legislation requiring Nor tell to various people 
that he quality of education .¢tndent.¢ to dernan~trat~ variotis things, 
ha i ---~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :" s decl ned Asked how • , " . . +minimum competency in . But show to subjects. 
SChOOlS can remeuy the :.:: . .  . . . . .  basic skills before being what they show to kings. " . 
i!~ OVERHEAD PROJECTORS, l ike  th i s  one  rnanufactu! ,ed by the  3M P~::oete'm3oUreptez~:tto i~:ZsTc . moved up to higher grades - -  George Crabbe :: 
:i:i Company,  are  be ing  used  increas ing ly  in the  nat ions  c lass rooms . . . . .  , or  graduated from high ~ i 
, SK I l lS  i:!: Such projectorsarewidelyavailable--itsestimatedthatthereisone • school, has been passed oris School's in - - .  ' 
i:i:i projector for every two classrooms nationwide -- and result in The move toward basic being considered by several Drive CarefuDy! • ! 
i:i: significant improvements in learning retention.'p educational approaches ' • ~ ...... , i ' :+ L ~ :i :: 
. : ' :  ~ " . + '+ ' i  ~!.x,  ..+,~,.,,~.~: ~ ~: , :~  ,-~--. + ,;:.+ +, ::., ,~ :  ,~ . 
. . . . . .  , ....................................................................... • ................................................. ,'~;: .. . . .  :::;: ;,+ 
AFTER A RESTFUL SUMMER 
' : ,  , .  
Good study habits + 
can open new+vistas 
Physically, .millions of 
children will return- to 
school this fall, but mentally 
their minds ~II still be 
enjoying' the pleasures' of 
summer. 
One of the most import- 
ant.jobs for parents .~md 
teachers is to persuade 
youn~ters that book learn- 
ing can be as much fun and 
as rewarding .as exploring 
swimming holes, baseball 
and just plain playing. 
Bringing a child's mind 
back to his studies is  not 
easy, but the task is made 
simpler for the parents who 
remember a.few key point~:+ 
First, a certain tinge ach 
day should be set aside for 
homework. Even though 
Children disagree, television 
and studies don't mix. The 
best place for a youngster to
study is a quiet room where 
his already restless mind 
won't be so distracted. 
. 
. Suggest a varied study 
pattern. Many youngsters 
'simply can not do all their 
homework in one stretchi 
Le t  them take a hi'oak 
between subjects or i f  the 
assignment runs more than 
an hour Or so', serve them 
dinner or let them have a 15- 
minute rest period to do 
something else. If at al l  
possible, it's more pro- 
. importantly, they should I)e 
close at hand when the child 
is working. A short stroll 
from the bedroom to the 
living room to "look it up" in 
a 25-volume encyclopedia 
can easily include a detour 
to the TV set or a nosh from 
the kitchen, with the result 
that precious time is lost 
before you can settle the 
child down again. 
A good dictionary is a 
must. One of the best and 
one that is small enough for 
a child to handle and lift 
eas!ly - -  a ,ot unimportant 
consideration if a youngster 
is to use one by himself 
frequently - - is the Funk & 
Wag~.nlls 3 tan~rd  Desk 
It contains over Dictionary. ' " 
100,000 entries and has been : 
fully re~'ised to mclude 
hundreds of new definitions 
from Afro to Zero hour.• 
Prc~nting an up-to-date 
survey of the English 
language, it includes alarge 
number of usag~e notes 
which give helpful informa- 
tion on a variety of tradi- 
tionally •troublesome words, 
suc h as can and may, lay and 
lie and infer and imply. ,~ 
comprehensive gazetted+ 
includes places in the U.S. 
and Canada;as well as tile 
countries of the world and " 
, major foreign cities. Sept+ 
rate sections on abbrevia. 
lions, biographies and o~ 
• grammar and usage arc 
useful references for anyon~ 
who is sometimes lmzzled tW 
the comp!exities of En~i's]] 
grammar and usage. ~+ 
Knowledge is v~here you 
find it andyou can find the:F+ 
& W Standard Desk  DiO 
t ionary in most sup ei'. 
markets at haek-to-sc~01 
time. The sUtrt of ihe scli0q] 
• year is a g'o0d time to sia~ 
• your youngsters on the r~ 
to better +|earning habit/. 
+Furthermore, the cost *+will 
amaze you --  jtist S3.79 fdt; 
this giant, hardback des~ 
dictionary - -  ccrtainlyzne 
of the best" buys. in a ,~ 
supermarket. 
• Besides a school .bag a.nd 
pencils to start ,the school 
year, let your children "lo0R 
it up" in a dictionary that 
their very own at a price YoU 
canafford•~ ' , " + : ~ 
4617 Lazelle, Terrace 
IAq~qo" ~t, , (NEgT TO Sm.lq~NS • SEARS) 
How do you get up in time? , , . . , . ,  , , . . , . , .  
..+ . sister-- can be around while 
On college campuses all can help with th¢ kind of gift |n restful stages, starting the automhtically. Thus, a make a great back'to-sehool the homework assignment is 
over the country this that makes it easier for a night before, collegian can fall asleep to gift. What is ~t? It's an being tackled...just in case Loose Leaf Ilofilli 
September, thousands of collegian to go to bed--~and And a new generation of music to .read. by without electric alarm that doesn't the youngster has some arrow Or wide ruled. " ~  
• qnesti0ns or is puzzled by 2to law pl~. students who couldn't get thengetupintimeforaclass ,solid-State digital clock having to get up and turn off make a noise. Instead i t  something. Also, thephysic- 
the class schedule they that for some reason has radios i s  ideal for the the radio: wakes up sleepers by pulsing 
• al.presenee of a parent, in Exercise Books je~ wanted (afternoons only; been scheduled only slightly purpose. These are the kind In the morning, the.same a soft light into their eyes. itself, is a deterrent to the 
none Monday and Friday) after dawn. of clock radios with big, red- clock radio will wake up the Other solid-state lectric distractions most children tO pages wide ruiN. 
will once again face a According to a company lighted "displays" of num- eight o'clock scholar to alarms and clock radios by fall prey to. 4 I~wMtg. 
universal problem: that has had a great deal of b~rs --, hours, minutes, pleasant music or the WestclOx can be tilted up or 
What can one do about experience with matters seconds--thateliminatethe morning news..The"drowse down s0that it'seasyto read Learning requires good 
eight o'clock classes, especi- pertaining to time, the best strain of peeking out from alarm" feature does even the time from whatever reference materials.. Most ~Nr f  w"~ 
ally on Monday morning? way to accomplish the task under bedcovers in a dark more• It will snap off for an . angle the person in bed ~ R@P|P8 
A 'thoughtful parent, ofclimbingoutofbedforan dorm room to see which extra few minute's of ZZZ- wants. , ~ UNITI~D CHURCH IS . lrhaeaurus 
waving offa son ordaughter, eight o'clock is to goabout i number the little hand is on. time before sounding the The. basic strategy~ Morn 'BIG . . . .  
- A great back-to-school wake-up 'call irrevocably, and Dad, is to make the The United Church of, Maybe" it's" tm' ] [e•  . . . .  ypq  • gift is any of several new This is much betterment,• the,, morning after the:~ night Presbyterian,Canada' formed Methodist when the Mm.H°urS:to 10Sat.a.m.. S.~S0 p.m. 
- ' - ' -mto SOITle "t''- LiilllJl  digital clock radios that wil l  nervesthan cold turkeymg before so pleasant~ hat no and  Congregat iona l  Open till 9pan. on Friday jump d impress the away-from- it out of bed. • aspiring doctor, teacher or churches•c~nada,s,largestmerged, is 
e home scholar with their For campus stereo bugs scientist will be tempted to Protestant demandine versatility, who don't need a clock radio cut h i 'or  her, eight o'clock~ eh~'eh. more  Fo~" example, for some- because they already have ++ 
than  a car  pooL ~ +body who likesto finish off all the music they need, TO ~ 
• Sunday (or any) night with other goodies make it much 
some reading m bed . . . .  well, somewhat ... easier ' 
Westclox has several new to make the eight o'clock. Back  Schoo l  
clock radios that can be For example, the tligital ' '  . 
• PgRTI£IPBLTIOfl' preset o shut hemselves off "Moonbeam" alarmarm w~uld :+ . 
SNOP FIRST 
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LACK OF ATTENTION . . . . .  . . . . . .  
Divert the youngsters 
When family attention 
centers perhaps too much on " 
getting the older children off 
to high school or college, the 
younger ones in first or 
seeO .nd grade -- often feel 
neglected and resentful. Or, 
the child who goes to school 
for only a half day may miss 
the company of older sisters 
and brothers who are away 
all day. These are times for 
you to use diversionary 
Such "out-of-sorts" feel- 
ings can be avoided easily by 
giving the child an engross- 
ing, creative project to do. 
For example, pick up an 
imaginative paint set like the 
new "Lumpy Bumpy" paint 
set and have it ready at the 
first sign of the sulks. This 
unusual paint set Will keep 
even six-year-nlds happily 
engaged for hours, and will 
delight hem with their own 
cleverness because it is so  
easy to handle, ,t 
A special non-toxic 
ingredient --  the Lumpy 
Bumpy "stnff' -- is painted 
on certain areas. The drawing 
of a whimsical animal is 
painted with regular acrylic 
paint. Then t.he card is 
' popped into a warm oven: 
you can supervise this Step 
to give the child the feeling 
thai he or she is getting 
special attention from you. 
After about three minutes, 
the design" will puff up to 
form amusing lumps and 
bulnps-- as if by magic. The 
picture takes on a three- 
dimensional ook, and it 
doesn't matter if the child 
paints over the lines: the 
results are just as pleasing. 
There are three Lumpy 
Bumpy paint sets depicting 
Fuzzy Bunny, Downy Duck 
and Woolly Dog --~ all 
characters the youngster will 
love. 
A l l  ate suitable for: 
' framing to make an appeal- 
ing wall hanging for the 
child's room. The child will 
gain a satisfying sense of 
accomplishment and worth. 
to see his or her very own 
paintings bring on the wall. 
The charming animal charac- 
ters are sure to restore good 
humor when the sulks set in /  
School piano classes 
Tws cos • strmke popular note 
JEANS 
What fabric found in 
every back-to-school ward- 
robe dates back to  the 
Middle Agf.s? First manu-  
factured in the French 
textile center of Nimes as 
~.en ~ de Nines," its name 
was later shortened to "de 
Nine," Today it's known as 
"denim," a fashion staple for 
eWry age./ 
Retailers report that the 
dark indigo blue, 100 per 
English, algebra, history, 
biology...and piano. That's 
an unusual schedule of 
classes for a high school 
student. But it's becoming 
more and more populai', as 
school keyboard classes turn 
out youngsters who ~n 
perfor,n Bach, Stevie Won- 
der, and their own composi- 
tions and arrangements/At 
the same time, they experi- 
ence the fun of learning ' 
piano in a group with their 
friends. 
cent cotton variety of denim, "My students love to play 
less faded than last year, is Bach because he has such a 
the preferred ba©k-to-sehool modern beat. They ea( up 
look for 1977. • . . . .  his music like Ice c cam, 
s~ . . . . . .  ' - '~ - -~~eY '  k~ ~: :b" 'ad  k, . .- : -  T. _ : "- le'tle-- . ~?  ,0~. 
• Will Start school wzth at ieast inst;'uctor at Cherry Hi l l  
one new. pair of "basic (N J) High School, told a 
blues," the raundry experts recent Nat iona l  P iano 
i t  Maytag remind washer Foundation survey. 
men that; especially when 
new, the indigo bluedye o( Mrs. ~Yoder; whose stu- 
blue denim can fade during dents annually present a 
laundering. Dark denim Monster Keyboard Concert 
with. 16 pianos on stage, 
~ould be washed separately, thinks that performing 
or with other deeply dyed 
items uch as dark socks, together is half the fun for 
high school youngsters. 
Thanks to f inishing "Piano students, just like 
processes uch as Sanfor- bandand orchestra students, 
izing, shrinkage isno longer are enthusiastic about 
the problen/of years past if performing in a group," she 
co,tom denim is laundered . says. "And ensemble play- 
in warm water, then tumble- ing, where you must keep 
diied on a "medium" or track of your own part while 
"permanent press" setting, hearing at least hree others, 
Remember that over-drying expands your flexibility and 
encourages hrinking and responsiveness. ,,~ 
can came wrinkles. At Seattle's Madison 
A f'mal tip. If the tight Junior High School, music 
weave of new cotton denim teacher Mary Sable agrees. 
is a bit stiff for younger "There's lots .of interaction 
users, May/ag suggests one. and lots of caring in my 
or more washings before the 
inaligural wearing, with group classes," reports Ms. 
fabiic softener added to the Sable, whose students play 
final rime ¢.yc:le.t "e~,,erything from ~ baroque 
, . , music to Steele Wonder." 
'~i , ] i i~ i~ lT i l~4 '~ '  ~ •Start ing out knowing 
In one Far west tom- nothing about piano, Ms. 
lenity, when youngparents Sable's seventh, eighth and 
go tocolleg¢ tl~eirchQdren ninth graders learn to  
are just M apt.to go along, improvise and perform their 
: The Los Angeles Com- own arrangements. "We 
munityCoHeg  Distfictnow. have ahou't a thousand 
has a' program designed students," Ms. Sable says, 
asp :ially'for college stu- ~ "and almost every one of 
dents who have no one to 
care for. their youngsters 
while they're attending 
classes. '~ 
i Children's ce't~ters have 
been set up on campuses 
.thrOughout the district to 
pr( ~ide care for those 
yotingste/s by teachers and 
Student aides.' 
: Students who are taking 
Child development courses 
s~erve as teacher aides, 
getting an opportunity tO 
.~bserve and work with 
. youngsters. , 
Not  jus t  baby-s i t t ing  
locations, the centers also 
~teek to provide an oppor- 
~nity for'learning for the 
p re?sehool tots, Teachers 
read to the youngsters as 
'W~I! as supervise play 
activities such as working 
jigsaw puzzles, stringing 
beads, or pla~,ing with 
do,.h . . . . .  ' . - 
0 
them is exposed to piano. 
It's tremendously popular." 
Music education at the 
piano begins in kindergarten 
at Daly Elementary School 
in Port Washington, N.Y., 
where Patricia Morgan uses 
the Keyboard Experience 
group approach developed 
by Columbia University's 
Dr. Robert Pace. "Children 
love t'o get their hands on a 
t 
piano," says Mrs. Morgan, 
%nd they especially enjoy 
the games and teamwork 
that are part of Keyboard 
Experience.,'Since K y- 
board Experience uses the 
piano to teach basic music- 
i~ti.~hip ~skil~', rather, than 
performance techniques 
only, Mrs. Morgan's tudents 
can easily move into band or 
orchestra by the time they 
reach junioi" high school. 
Jack Olander, music 
director at Maine Township 
North• High School in 
suburban Chicago, uses 
pianos, an organ, a harpsi- 
chord and a synthesizer with 
his keyboard students. "I've 
' taught piano privately long 
enough so that I know you 
have lots of keYboard 
dropouts at the age when 
students' begin high school," 
Olander says. "The whole 
• idea of my class is to 
motivate kids to continue 
keyboard studies." ! 
• Oneway he does.this is b.y~ 
• teaching such skills as  
improvisation, which young.-, : 
stars might not ordinarily 
learn. "In a recent variety 
show, one of my students 
did an eight-minute impro- 
visation on a piano; electric 
piano, and synthesizer," he 
reports. ' 
While the teachers ur- 
veyed were'in favor of 
youngsters learning any 
kind of musicianship skills, 
all agreed that piano was the 
ideal instrument for acquir- 
ing these skills. "Piano is • 
considered the one instru- 
ment you must know if 
you're a music major in .. 
college," says AlenelYoder. 
"Keyboard instruments are 
the only ones that require 
learning bow to read both 
• staffs and playing both 
melody and accompani- 
•ment." 
For very young children, 
Patricia Morgan •thinks 
piano is bestbecause "they 
exercise three of their senses 
by seeing, hearing and 
feeling the keys. And piano 
enham;es other forms of 
music participation fo rmy 
• students." 
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When kids use the,r noses, 
words and ideas !mean .more 
c ; :  tni;e J~ld: nha~ will ph: Ip 
ish-speaking ho;~es read, 
use and understand English 
:as a second language? 
Imaginative ducators 
I~tw helped little noses niff 
their way to some important 
answers, in two federally- 
funded Title I programs. 
The programs brought he 
sense of smell into play, to 
reinforce words and ideas. 
Tom Redman, Title I 
remedial reading teacher, 
puts nosepower to work 
throughout the school year," 
at Chamberlin Hill elemen- 
tary school in Findlay, 
Ohio. 
W.ith an assist from sense- 
of-smell techniques, he 
guides kindergarten through 
third-grade children in the 
developmettt of reading 
comprehension a d creative 
thinking. • 
Another program, in an 
Eastern urban area, finds 
olfactory methods equally 
effective in achieving oals 
of concept and language 
development for children 
from pre-kindergarten 
through second grade. 
Many of the children hear 
only Spanish at home. 
Both programs make use 
of  Microfragrance scratch: 
and:sniff teacher kits from 
3M 'Company, in four 
subject groups. Each kit 
contains 160 stick-on labels, 
which microencapsulate 
specific scents in millions of 
tiny plastic bubbles'. 
! Scratching with a finger- 
nail releases a burst of 
fragrance for sniffing. 
THE BACK.TO-SCHOOL EXCITEMENT of new friends, books and 
clothes shouldn't mean your summer fitness, program is put aside. 
The easiest way to shape~up without effort and look great at the same 
time'is by we'aring the Scholl exercise sandal which encourages the 
muscles of feet and legstoworkoutasyou walk. And by wearingthem 
with cdorful'knee.hi's,yopr tees will be toastywarm,!ndoo~'s and out. + 
Llnebf least resistance 
A couple was having might be one of her friends 
trouble getting their teen- calling! 
aged daughter OUt of bed in 
the morning for school. 
Nothing seemed to 'work 
until they had a private line 
installed in her room. Now " 
they call her from dowmtairs 
every morning. The girl 
doesn't dare ignore it - -  it 
J  LNS " 
& 
CORDS 
B~f SCRATCHING AND SNIFFING THE TART, FRESH FRAGRANCE Of ORANGES ON PAPER, these 
youngsters received another Sensory he p n compos nga story about a visit o the grocery store. Scented 
labels from Microfragrance scratch and sniff kits are designed to motivate and teach children a variety of 
things through an appeal to the sense of smell. Teachers have found use. of the olfactory sense 
particularly effective in developing stronger English vocabularies of other culture groups/ 
Each kit provi(ies .at least and sniffed labels such as The children either put 
five fragrances," along with apple and strawbert'y. While the i r  stories on paper 
instructional aids, Since . they grasped concepts about themselves or dictated them 
each label can be scratched food, color'and aroma, they to Redman, his assistant, 
and sniffed at least 200 re].atedto adifferentculture Mrs. Maria Ruiz, other 
times, one kit can serve and gained incentives' for 
many classroom pt~rposes, developing -and increasing adults or older children. 
For example, concept', their English vocabularies. "The stories flowed as 
development forpre,kinder- ' At the Findlay school, freely as can be," Redman 
garten four-year-oldsi n the Tom Redman often uses reports. 
Eastern program began with• creative Writing projects to 
scratchingandsniffingpiz.za, teach reading. One such What grocery item did t .he 
labels. They compared the ' project found first graders stories mention most often? 
aroma with the taste of real scratching .and sniffing Here's a hint. Decorations in
cheese, colorful labels, as sensory the classroom were orange. ! 
, aids to composing a story And so was the scratch-and- 
The' "older" kids, in first about a visit to a grocery sniff aroma of the paper 
and second grade, scratched store, labels." 
SHIRTS FOR BOYS &,,GIRLS 
Learning 
to ;music 
In the "good old days," 
reading, 'riting and 'rithme- 
tic were often taught o the 
tune of the hickory stick. 
Today it's much more likely 
that these topics, along with 
history and humanities, are 
learned to the Sounds of a 
guitar. 
Educators in elementary 
schools from • coast o coast 
are finding that youngsters 
"pick up" information more 
quickly and more enthusi- 
astically when they are 
learning to play the guitar at 
the same time. 
Since the guitars are often 
as tall as the 5-year olds, 
boys and girls play with the 
guitar held uprigh t ,standing 
on the floor. Children in the 
class learn not only the 
,letters of the alphabet, but 
the sounds they make and 
start putting sounds together 
4617 Lazelle, Terrace 
(NEXT TO S IMI~ONS • SEARS) 
Hours: 10 a.m. • S:30 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Open till 9 p.m. on Friday 
For Teaohers 
TEACHING P ICTURES SETS 
.. Dramatic, lifelike original pictures printed 
in full color on heavy stock to help you 
stimulate and involve young minds. 
Materials correlate readily with units in 
SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIENCE, HEALTH, 
VALUES & GUIDANCE: 
HOME & COMMUNITY  HELPERS 
• HEALTH AND CLEANL INESS • 
MOODS & EMOTIONS 
~ FOOD & NUTRIT ION 
SAFETY 
Start School in S tyle 
. ,  With a new HaircuU 
v 
4664 Lakolso 636-6346 
L Styled right for 
easy management 
Make Your  .ApPointment Today At The 
HOI[ISE 
OF 
SHANNON 
4601 LAZELLE  ' ' ! ,p I IONE 638,1127 
~ t 
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FOR INFORMATION 
regerding fills schedule, 
please contact: 
MR. LOTHAR HELLER 
MiIntance Superlnttmdent 
AT &IS.49'J I 
' SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.88. (TERRACE) . . . .  
SCHOOL BUS TIME SCHEDULE 
School Opening-September 1.977 
A :PR IV ILEGE HOT A~ 
RIOHT.  
AInl~ ml i l l4h lv iour  by idvc l~ 
will reIult In IUSlIqmtion of bus 
tronsportofion ' for  fiat pedy  
~oncerMd, 
I 
OFFICIAL OPENING 
S0H001.S WILL 0FEN ON TUESDAY, SBPTEHOH 6 
FOR ALL STUDENTS (EX0EPT KIHD|RGITEH) AT 0di0 LH, 
THE U0UnS 'FOR THE DAY WILL BE 9.4)0 T0 Li ,  
: ' I 1 1 LI I I '  " ~ I " " " ~ I ~ " I  ~ '  , ] ~ ~ i : ' ~ I ~ I " p : 
REGULAR HOURS WiLL 00MMENi)EON WEDNBeU,SEPTmen Z 
2, REGISTHAYION OF NEW PUPILS 
ELINBiTliRY (KIHDn|AIITiHi TO |iiADE 7) 
TERRAOE IRn  Thursd6y, Septembor 1.9:0oa.m. T:h0Onoen ' 
E.T. Kenney Primary 
Parkside Elementary. 
Thornhiil Elementary 
Uplands Elementary 
Thuriclly, Septemb~ 1 - 10:0e e.m.- 3:00 p.m. 
Clerence Michlel Elementary 
Frlcley, September 2.9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Coesle Hell 
HIIILTII ARU 
4 ~ ~'~ . ,  ..... 
ITEWHT 
Friday, SeptemDor ! . 1:00 p.m.. 3:00 p.m. 
Copper Mountain Elementary 
Kifl K'Shan Primery 
Thornhiil E lementary  
Uplands Elementary 
Thornhili Primary 
John Field Elementary - August 24, 2S, 2610:00 a.m.. 3:00 p.m. 
September 1 - 1:00 p.m.. 3:0e p.m. 
South Hazelten Elementary 
New Hazelton Elementary 
Kitwanga Ekmentery 
Auguit 31 - 9:00 a.m. - 3:0~p.m. 
Stewart Elementary. 
3. SPE01AL NOTE TO K inu innml  PuPILs ..... 
o . . \~ 
Kindergarten pupils who have registered previously will start school by / 
appointment arranged by theschnols . . . . . .  • " • 
PLEASE DO NOT BRING K INDERGARTEN PUP ILS  IWHO HAVE . . . . .  , 
REOISTERED PREVIOU.SLT  UNTIL REQUESTED TO I)() SO BT THE 
SCHOOL.  " -  " 
: \  
SE00NDARV 
Caledmia Secondary 
Skeena Junior Secondary_ 
:llmrnhill Jr. Secondary 
Hazelton Secondary 
Stewart Secondary 
August 39, 30, 31 
August 39 
August 30, 31 
August 29, 30, 31 
August 24, 3S, 26 
| 
} 
9:30 a.m. ,  12:30 p.m. 
12:00 noon. 3:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
11:00 a.m..  3:00 p.m. 
To:oo a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
August 29, 30, 31 Contact the principal, 
Mr. R .  Eerl et 636-2740 
~,  
This does not apply to students entering Cnledonia from Skeeno or 
Thornhill Junior; nor for studente entering Grade 8 from the elementary 
schools, unless they have moved within the district during the summer. 
. . . . . . . . .  ,..,..;~,..~.;..." ~ ~, ; , , ,  .~ . , . ;  . . . . .  • ..... 
STUDENTS WHO FAIL TO REGISTER PRIOR TQ SCHOOL OPENING 
SHOULO EXPECTA DELAY IN BE ING ASS IGNED TO CLASSES. 
,% 
o #,' 
• . ,. % 
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m u n  ~ ........... • 
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~NhI .LY  1RAItJB~ . . . . . . . . . .  
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~ ~ . . . . . .  
~ENIXHI.I. JU~I~ . . . . . .  
I 
-0 :101  A .L  ~ 
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0:M UNLOAD N.L  ~ 
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0:t0 UMJOAD AU. I 
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LOAD I iga l t I  TO CALEIX~fA 
I:IS UNLOAO ALL. STUOENTI 
t I  LOAD AU.  ~ TO U R IWO 
't31 LOAD AI.L, I IVDENTl l  TO CUD IUWO 
H U .  IHJS M'TI4 ~J~IS IW~Y $' f~0~M~ 
U IEN~D 
i IlOtml 
I n  
I mouTI 
I n  
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• . ~: - 
NO. 4 JAOOqNI PLAI I  
N~C 111 
JAO~IQN I~,.~£.E. . . . . . . . . . . .  1:Sd ~ N J .  511JO~N'1~ " 
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MLt .E~ RO~J~ ........... .~.. 7:~1 LOAID Na.  STUDI lT i  
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CA/.ED~flI& Si~IIOR, ................. 0:40 UMJOAD ALt. ~ 
• t tOt~U.  PRIMkRY .............. 1:30 t J~  N.iL. $? lX l~ TO JAC~NI  R.ATS 
~ l l n ~  . . . . . . . . . . .  t~lS LOAD AU. ~ 10  JAC~PINE FLATS 
d ;.~ 
NO. 1 I~011P'NNOR 
m.  ' .V '  '1. 
CU*STRA~LERCOURT ............. 7:30LOADALL. STUID~ITS . l o~ 
HOTS~INOS, ................. IdS ~ ALL SIUDIS~TS c ~ [~  
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TRAILER OOUNT, ............... 0:t~ LOAD N,,L STUOGNTS 
~ l  im PRIAA, IES.I~ 
JUNIOR~ ............. 0:ss UNLOAD ALL 
TWEq~ND TRAIt.ER, . . . . . . . . .  0:]1 L(Y4D N,.L. 
COURT 
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CAb lE  HALL ELEM ................... 
a &G GRO~Y .................... 
r..ALED~tA SEHIOR ................... 
5KEb-NA JUt41OR. ................ 
NqlBENOOR 
KIT1 K'~4AN PRIMARY ................. 
c~sm H~J. emw ................... 
CLAREN~ MIENIEI. ................. 
CALISIX~IA SENIOR. ................ 
SKI~NA JUNIOR. ................. 
UPI.~NDS ~ ............. , .... 
~(XXX.~D p/At(. .................. 
7:45 LOAD AIUL. STUI~NTS 
7:, I  LOAD AL.L STUDENTS 
7:'n LOAD AI.I. ~ 
7:S4 LOAD AI.I. STUDENT~ 
7 :~ t.GAD ALL STUOI~ITS 
1 :~1 t.QAD N.J. STU DetTS 
0:W UP~IJDAJ~ PRIAA~RY & EL~ARY 
t.OAD SECONDARY STUDE~I  
0:W UNLOAD l~ l~ 
I:~ U ~  J~ l~ 
I:U ~ ~ Y  & H I~Y 
0:30 LOAD m E~ENTARY l I~l~l.~AkqY ' 
O:~l ~ ELI~Q~TARY & PRIA4~AY 
1:30 UNI.QAD ALL ELEMENTARY 
ip~ L.OAD N,.L, J UNI~I  & IE~I~A~ 
0: ,0 UNLOAD ~ SENIOR s'IrUOISMTS 
11:4 Ut4.GAD ALL. JUNIOR S1KJOeITS 
2:~ LOAD PRiA~RY STUDEN~ TO 
BRAUNS ISLAND AND UNLOAD 
3:00 LOAD ~.F-~ENTARY 
~ I~D ~D 
3: tS LOAD SllA)ENTS TO W(XXLAND PARK 
3:20 LOAD STUDENT~ TQ V~COLAND PARK 
3:30 I.CAD S l ~  TO ~ pARK 
3 :1  LDAD ALl. 5"linimENTS TO ~ P~J t 
LH.A3AD 
I I t~n l  
I n  
NO. I I  C0PPIRI| D I4QI I f4~AY 
N~QIS 
COPIP~ASiDG ESTMES. ................. li:~0 LGAD ALL STUDEHT~ ' 
IGN,~ P I~ ............... 0:0~ LOAD ALL STU~ENI3 
C0PPElt M I~ EL I~ .................. |:10 1 PRIMARY & E I .~  
~ILL .  JUNIGL.,..,, ........ ' I :  en ~ N J .  STUOENTI 
• TOm,  10US TO ~ A  
~ I ~  
RIVI~51D6 ~OCEAY, ................ I:~ ~ H I~,  ~ &  
JUNIOR ~ 
~ Lt. iR.lrM+ ....... . . .  0:4~ UM.GND ALJ. ~ 
JUNIOR.PRIM . 
Nqlml00N 
~ l l °  PRIMARY. ........ 2:30 LQAD ALL SllJOENTO TO Kit UAMA 
~ M~I~ ......... 3:0S ~ 6  " l l JOEf l~ FO~ ¢~FORsl  [ I  L 
USK 
CALEIX~iIA SENICR ................... 3: IS LGND STUOENTI TO JACKIq Ntl Iq.ATI 
41Ol~PRING&BRAUNS IIUUID 
• SK~ JUNIOR, ................... 3:20 LCAD TO O & O OROCffiRY 
BRAUNS Is4Jq4D. ................ U f ~  
~SSIE HALL ~ ....... l:~ LOAD ALl. ~ 'TO JA~Pf f i I  PU * 
• ~ ~ ~  mA~ 
I L L  .tUNIOR,,--.,,.,,.,, l ' J0 LI~%D ~ N I ~  ~ 
~ y  . . . .  
J 
I~  IINJ1rI ND, I I  I lm l l leD 
i u i  l e .  l iO .  I I  
QI..q0N I q . / ~  7:1S 
SPlNCER FLACF. . . . . .  7 : I  
VA41TE Iq.ACE. . . . . . .  I : !  
~tRT1N ~ . . . . . . . . . .  1:15 
GII~VER ~ . . . . . . . . . .  1',10 
GEiER PLACE. . . . . . . . . .  1:15 
PLACO... , I . . , , . - -~ ' 0:4S, 
CNJ~)ORtA ~IOR.  . . . . . . .  0:30 
SK in~ JUI4OIL . . . . . . . .  GQiS 
I(111 K'~' i~N PR IM,  . . . . . . . .  0:/B 
~qlUmgEN" Im 
RI IW~IECRIDq~O,  : . . 
/- 
IU I  IIOUTll NO, 18 IOMVN. I . IMV4MqOA 
lOB NO. ~C alli 
C~RVAU!  r~.wE,. , . .4.- - , .  0 :1  LOAD N,J. IqUIMRY & IL IM.  ~ 
Sa40gqIUD PLACE. . . . . . . . . . .  • 
MI .WN I~ l~I ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0:16 LOAO AU.  FIU.VARY & IL IM ~ 
IOW4N4OA R lS lRVt ,  . . . . . . . . . .  ~B FILl. UP M 
i O ~  B.iS'A, ..... . . . . .  it30 
Ki lWN4OA RESiERVE~ . . . . . . . . .  l '~0 t.OAD RENIAII4 NO I11UO~N • 'J 
KI1WANOA ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  d tRIJOAD 
K81WANQA l . i~  . . . . . . . . .  , " 
KYI%~NOA WJ59A, . . . . . . . . .  
atUARVN.H.~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ , :, 
• - . , . 
I t I  11111 dQI Ng0111N 11 I  IGIOtAJ I  I~AY VNW OIJI TO V l~f l l l l l  ' 
d i )  ~ oo In l¢ ,  . 
~ L . - ,  ,.,:. 
2"." 
a : r ,L  . 
: . .h IV l  lO, bl mldl 
i : .<" :.:. Wmlu.mtommpmumlorlxmndo 
.owrlold fe~ m eue roune. 
~ 0  
Information regerdln0 rulee and 
~kum oovmam mdms ~ 
In~Ta" tlmo Ixa titan wllJ ary. 
] 
' ) k } ' 
~:= '~ / ; . .  (....,~,. -~,,..~-.,? ;~,;, ,~.-.,j ',',~ ,:.;.,., '.-;.~... '-.-.': ': ..: " . .- : • . " . -. 
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H e ral d Ble ndedo_  CO.eTTON, oC?erm!t r ,.togtl ~days  blend,. 
YORK (AP) Co.t~n' .~c. b '  .te.llln say.. in eaHy we aan~(~Bdan~.heof 
• - -  tem ~co~ at the ~abe], ~ couon't ge~ tota~ tmrhngton  ,neus[r~es. it the t int  big un- P " ,, , " Ben  " ' a m 
vement in years, most ~e  s.a,d. That  s what dyeabi l i ty,  7 :~ is  Th~?e e ~0 ~tl~t ~:O~ 01; • 
( ~  manufaoturen are thee;re.been. 8ett~.$. ~ Sam_.pson~.Con.,_,,,,;; peo~. . . . .  m_ ~,~_~ ,_t im." 
' m" u to go blended and sausnea wlm. ann ~ mey et~r~ta ,.me, ~u--tu~ ~.u .= -~x- .= m c~-  
7rhe Herald, 3212 I(alun~ streef ~=~tuPk  1 th,~ anv~ nr ~nn. want the I~aditton~l type of In the new fabric, which is tin u~ to make @ly  cotton 
P.O. Box3ff . '!Terrace,-EC., ~ " - - "  ~ ~ ~n '~ one denim jeans or new neat '~t)er~ent cotton, and 5- .  denim,, although it : is now per-cont .cot(cu • "If ed ' look, they can get them. m per-cent polyester, the running blend samples. number . 
The new predmt., a com- regular 100-I~r-eenr cotton c.o~on m. forced to the out- wethe marketcan akdemands" blenda,, 
bination of cotton and or .the new 100-per-c.ent mae of me Yam when.i.t Ls __  m e.the.m., J"~d 
polyester called a co non.wi~.~e, new snnn~- spun. ~ .  that the  .fi~.~.e(I spoil.man_ J.un~wneetor; 
;,,;.;,,~=,a takes dye like 'reauc.on ztmsn, ~amorset, proauct ~axes aye ana lecm uom tsunmgton ana 
~--~.'~i'e~k~ Uke ~otton, that overcomes sh .r.ln..ka.go." l ike cotton, the  manufae- C~to.n are, ,sis8 sin~u/. 
fm4~ ~|lk~ ontfnn h,t dn~,m't A]thougll some mills nave un'ers expam. - c.emzcaz processes m iPve 
shrink like it. says the been making a synthetic . Alth.o.ush all of t.he seven :'.oU.on..d(~. an:easy.-f.are 
- " ~ews" ~orvtce.'~-'. --  \ ,,--,.-m";" for ,,,ears, it has 0nly, to rams_ are runenung flnlentaaa _ to- reauc e
"In makina this blend we been in ~e last 18 men.the ~Pth b.l.~nded.fa~c.s, ~me ...sl~qnI~. ge, but the~ a .~t  
fmmR w~--~n. ld  m,o~mnlkh that th nave novelop~! a are ~LU cauuous aDO= zts mm ~s more cesuy u35n 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r~- -  ey " in s the whnt our customers wnntod mixture they consider acceptance. I doubt i f  we go g yn tic. 
Phone 635.639. Terrace 
Subscrlptlen rates: Slnole Copy 
20 cents. -J~oothiy by. carrier 
Three Dollars (S3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
s40.00. Senior Citizens I;20.00 
~e r year. 
arly by mail outside Canada 
gl.OO. 
Authorized as second class i!~all 
by the Post Office Department, toUrtoen years, male and 
Ottawa and for ~yment of femalo, m0se ere behaviorally 
postage In cash. ' month. Phone63S-2676 (p.17,18) 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to regular classroom, at 63/.5341, 87.2223 or ~T/.S44. 
desired day of puhlleatlon. ~L00 
for first 20 words, 10 canttoech 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
I. Coming Events : 
Weight Watchers meatlng hold 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 41107 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplleato Bridge Club 
will commence, play' each 
Tuesdey night at 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caladonla. High 
School. All bridge players ere 
invited to ettond. For pert. 
nershlp or Information phone 
635-7356. (CTF) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesdoy, Thornhlll 
Elementary S¢hooh 7=.15" p.m'. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
hold every 2rid end 4~h Thur.- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 63,~6641. (,:If) 
INCHESAWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 0 
in the Skesna Health Unit. For 
more information phone '
2847 or 635.3023. 
ALCOHOLICS 
~HONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
~S-10D 
135 4595 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
N, eetlngs 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 
3442. 
Nleetlng . Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First end Third 
Thui-sday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purple) • 
Second end Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Garage Sate safurday.',~)guet 
27, 1977 at 10:00 a.m. Troller 
No.22 Woodland Heights Trailer 
Park. (c.18,19) 
disturbed and dllruptlve In a 
Counselling of ducknb, as 
well as rquler cantact with 
perento, Iotenslve oDe.to-one. 
reletlenship with child outside . 
the classroom situation and 
selling up programs for the 
child as reinforcement for 
beh~vlour Inside tha classroom. 
Program Involves activities 
outside the classroom. 
QUALFICATIONS. Applicants 
. dtould llooseas a vehicle. 
• ..' Sitould poness a great deal of 
persletenca, patience, alxl hove 
e high frmdratlon level.. 
HOURS OF WORK- 35 hour. 
week, peselbly some weekend 
work. 
~rneon and evening work 
Primarily. 
Applications svoilablel or 
send resumo to: 
Community Resources . 
4403.D Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Y l~ 1VS 
(c.16-4) 
General office help riqutred for 
small office. Reesonobl~ typing 
speed eesentlal. 'Reply to Box 
114,1 the Daily Herald, stating 
experlt'~ce and u lery  ex-. 
paoted. (off) 
24...L. Si_.tuation~. Wan.ted ~ 
,'wi,i de ,, my 
home. Phone 635-7457 (df) - 
I 
29. Musical • Instruments 
Wanted a guitar in fa'ir con. 
ditlen. Phone 635-2412 after 5:00 
• p.m. (c.15) 
32; Bicyclesi Motorcycles. 
I I I I  . . . .  
1972 350• Honda with re.b;ilt 
motor has extras. View at 2809 
Sparks after 6 p.m. (p17,11,19) 
* - r l r - - -  - . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - ' r - - -  - -  
1974- 125 Yamaha Trail  Bike, 
Pheno 635-3897. (p-16,1T,18) 
8. Card of Thanks 
We wish to thank our friends; 
nelghheurs and relatives for 
their kindness and help after 
our recent tragedy. Special 
thanks to Thornhill & Terrace 
Fire' Depertment~ and also 
Gary and Wimpy. Mr. C. Dola'n 
end family (¢-18) 
. . . . .  I M  I . . . .  
Wohb n,f io-tl-- 
4623 SOUCl ¢ ~2 i88  
Au rl.d 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrlgeratore 
Freezers, WasherS, DITers, 
And Ranges 
(cff) 
ABi.E ELECTRIC LTD. : 
Class A Electrical Contracti0g. 
Free'Estimates. Phone L15~17~ 
or 636-123h (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd Iohs for the 
[obless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kolum. (df) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrigeratlve Contrsctlng end 
household repairs. Phone 435. 
5876 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
". W. Landscaping 
' Box,L% Terrace, B.C. 
'Specializing in Lands, Tflles,. 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree ." 
Care. insect& EroolonControl. 
~encing & Contract Blasting. 
(c-9.18 E UG E N WOESTE 
19. Help Wanted 
Dog ~ Suds Driveln is now 
taking applications for the full 
time positions of Car Hostesses 
end Cooks. Please apply in 
person 'to 4342 Lakelss Ave 
between the hours of 9 a.m. & 
S:. 30_p~m,_ Lc-.I.5,!7~I_8,19}_ 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, pert time. Class ~1 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi. 635.2242. (ctf) 
1976 Honda 4 
miles- Ml~t coodltten. Many  
.extras. Phone ~4S~.  (l~ 
18,19) 
-. ,,.:33~-For Sale,: M isc .  
"~-  I " 
"" ' FURNITURESPECIAk  / 
By n)ght • bed .sofa end d~olr 
f rom-  S~9.9S. 
S Pioce:kitclhen suite • $99.95. 
Single c~esenre from - ~9.9S. 
39" Mattress or box pprlng from 
tW35. 
Fred's Furniture Ltd. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Second Floor 
~)  
Excellent hone hey El.Ms bale 
in the field SI.S0 a bale in the 
barn. Phone 84~-g00. (p.7.~l) 
"i=-orsome real bergains in' u s~,., 
women's and children s'. 
clothing, household Items and 
toys see the. s.oleotion at the 
Klt lmat WOrkShOp at ~0 W. 
:Columbia. St. at Riverloclge. 
,open to 4.'woek.- 
'days...donetlons welcomed 
(cff) • 
For Sole: 1 pioneer TLISR 
- ; turntable ! AMX Pro' 19. Am- 
plifier With 50 walls per channel 
2 sacom speakers with.built in 
croso over network. New price 
SSS0. Asking gS0. Phone ~dS. 
9636 after 6:00 p.m. (c-lS, l f l  
Kimball piano, 7 mmdho old, 
SSS0, Westinghouse washy and 
dryer, 900. Coilior'e en- 
cyclopedia, near new, S200. 
AM.FM Stereo and S Ira d( 1150. 
Phone 638.1050 after S:@0 p.m. 
(c.10,19) 
I~lrch firewood for sale: Phone 
638-1704 from S p.m. to9 p.m. (p- 
18,19) 
;Jy.. Boats & Engines 
For S~le: 14' aluminum boat 
and motor. Also 16' canoe. 
Phone g.q~3~. (c.14.18) 
41. t~'achinery for Sale 
'1962 .' Chev Tandem D'~mp 
"Truck, good condition. Z.Chev 
s~nglo axle dump trucks, off* in 
running order imcj ate needs 
repair. Phmo gS.M}9. (c-14- 
)91 . ~ - -  
~ ~ Rent; 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite with 
frldge and stove. Has hardwood 
floors, wood paneling and 
oleetric heat. Good for small 
family. No pete please. Phone 
after 8 p.m. in Thornhili. (p- 
10,19,20,22,2) Phone 635.6668 
For Rent: Large two badreom 
duplex, wall to wall carpet, 
fireplace, fridge and stove, 
utility room with washer and 
dryer. Hookups; Looetedat  
Ka ium Lake Drive. Available 
September IS, 1977. Phone 
S~q4sftor 6:M p.m. (p.17,18,19) 
HILLSIDE.LOIDQE " 
44S0 Little Avenue 
Sleepingrooms, housekeepln9 
• Chits; centrally located. FuIF~ 
furnished: Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers 
only. Phone ~B-6611. (ctf) 
48. Suites for Rent• 
' • - - - - - - " - - - - - -  . . . . . .  ~- I  
01inten Manor , 
Furni~;hed or unfurnished studrc 
or 1 bedroom apartments. 
Security enterpheea. Sauna 
635-4261 
a &18-1032 , 
3 Bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1~ baths, half 
block from schools, S minute' 
walk from town. Suitable for 
fam!!!es. S2SO per month. 6~ 
,~zh~ leash. "Ap~ly'Sulte 121 
4.Q9 SIraume. tCff) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One 
hvo end three bedroom aped 
merits. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools "and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, sec0rity lock.up and 
(ctf) • 
. ( :EDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite ,3  
Terrace, B.C. 
, 635.7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suite: 
for rent. Frldge; stove; 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
Munn and pool table, with 
• security enterphone and 
| 41evotor. Absolutely no pete, 
• ~'cdfl , , . JI. / __1 . . . . . . . . . . .  
='bedroom apt for rent S12S a 
month. Frldge and stave In. 
Cluded. Westerhoff Apt. Nelson 
Rd, New Remo. Phone635-6904 
Available Septmmhor 18,.1977 (c- 
16-19) 
qg. Homes:for Sale 
ForSale: 3 bedroom hems with 
full basement, carport, wail to 
wall carpeting, fully furnished, 
partially tends caped on large 
Iot.(IMxIW) unquiet aheM. 
Rrlced to sell ;Phone bvenings 
635.3442. (p*9,1S) 
For Sale: House 4 years old, 3 
bedroom bungalow with many 
extras. Asking price S~,S00. 
Phone ~-2357 (p-~9) 
3badroom housefor sale. Price 
1145,000 open to offer. Available 
ImmedlatCy. Phone 63S.21S3. 
(p-18,19) 
52.. Wanted to Rent 
Room for rent with kltchon and 
living room facilities on the 
bench. 635.3971 (eft) 
W~tndto Rent: A smell one or 
hvo bedroom house for working 
couple In Terrace. Phone 635. 
7207 or 635-3494 etchings. (c. 
15,t7) 
Slngh, person with pets, 
requires home to rent or lease. 
Please phone 635-4937. Local 56 
days or 638-1534 evenings. (c. 
- 18,19) 
HOSPITAL  STAY 
• i IMPROVED 
. HALIFAX (CP) . - -  
Mak ing  a hospital 
eq)edence as~ normal and 
constructive a;* i~sible is 
the aim of the child Jlfe 
artment of Izaak Walton 
iam : Hospital for 
Children, says department 
directer Elizabeth Crocker. / 
SandspitDavelopmont Limited US.tO accomplish," said 
Larry Addison of Swift ~. 
tc.,.~o) Textiles, which will be 
pi'edueing only blended THE 57. Automobiles ~ by~ the end of the 
year. "The adventago is . . . .  " 
For Sale: '73 Pinto in bxcellent that ff you buy a Size 7, it ' 
=.d,tte.: May .  v , . . .  = W . . . . . . . . . . .  " "  
3830 Pine Ave. (p.17,1S,19) Blenoeuuv,, ,  ha ~tirred : 
- a small controversy with the 
cotton growers and Cotton 
Inc. ha  mounted an ad- 
qQT 1970.Ford Custom, F outdoor  ' ~.: . . .  : " 
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, 
automatic, g00 or best offer. ..i~.o~e ~ o r : ~ i  (dr) vertlsing campaign against 
adding s~tbetlcs to denim,. 
For Sole: !W2 Ford 4x4, ½ ten. not~g- that i t  takes five or 
siz times more energy to 
With radial }ires, built.in radio- make a pound of polyester, 
tepe deck. Best reasonable 
offer. Phone 63S.4S61 after 5 which is peb'oleum-besed, 
p.m. and ask for Cal (off) than tO make a pound of 
cotton~ 
For Sale: Truck end Camper, PLAN TV CAMPAIGN 
~Polyester advocates  
1977 G.M.C. Sierra Classic, 19;7 counl~ that i f  you have to 
Frontier 10' camper. Both of 
these are 2 months old. Phone weed it or feed it, the fibre 
&~s.mv {c.S.~) costs too much. 
There will he an extensive 
' TV and radio campa~n ' .... 
' Transfers. Plates. Sates Tax .  .ppor t in~ .e  "v/rtues of COLUMN See Wightman & Smith - 100,per,coat cotton as the • 
AUTOPLAN ,agent. 4611 true denim," said Don 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open' I,~eckner, * vice-president, 
Saturday. (ctf) marketing services, of 
Contract signed IN THE 
pp JN~ G~.ORG~., B.C. ~P  '- ~lhreco L~d. i  ~ j ~ ~  RLD representing-independent chip ~educen in. the ~ W  
province, has signed a ;600,000 contract ;with O~ 
Paper Co. of Japan to ship 1:1,000 units o~ cry wooo 
chips to the company. 
The chips will be exported from in the .Caricl M 
but the sale is expected to raneve me surplus c p 
problem throughout the central and northern interior. . .... 
Dial-a Mop ..... 
• . .'..:...,. .~..;; ~ ~.'.i.~':'~;'~'~.:-,~ .;'- ! 
'm - ; " 
Its strength is in the results it 
ends drudgery commands, Somewhere, 
SEATII,E (AP) - -A re  hm~ees with very little someone has something to sell, 
you ~red of w ig  on the money. " ' 
• peanut shells from your naY/, she,has three.women 
• husband's poker game? w0rkinK"fof h~ and. owns buy, rent, lease or offer. As 
Does the endless dr-udgery moat o£the necessary basic 
of housework get you do~n? equipment. S~e still deans 
Disl-A-Mop~msy be the hurl,sea horsolf, buthopes to fast as a phone call, results 
be strictly a supervisor answer .  
For the price of m to 1;31, soon. 
a Dial-A-Mop team will Ms. Johnson's clients Our classified page, 
scour your humble cottage include mothers with young 
or palatial mansion with children, elderly persons with the help of our professional 
satldfacUon guaranteed. . who can't push a. vacuum 
Mary Johnson formed and couples in  which both 
Dial;AMop severa lyears  -mu.tnersw0rkatdemanding telephone ad representative, gel 
ago after her job in social lobs and have little time for 
work. ended. She said house cleaning. . ' 
business is booming--with Ms.Jdmsonkcopsffleson - results for those who advertise 
jus, t one small problem. • every clieat. She charges by 
' Generally my home han the job,,/not the hour.  
been . a, disaster area. I 'm Written service agreements well as those who are looking. 
about ready to have spec~,;tlie work b be done 
someone come in to do the and she urges customers to . . . .  
bathroom and the laundry." tell her when they aren't 
Ms . .  Johnson cleaned eat/stied. 
house to put herself through "People forget we don't 
college while earning a l l ve in  their house," she 
soeialsorvlce dqPree. After said, explaining that light 
she Kraduated, Sheswore may.ref lect  an i~ite. t~.g 
• she'd- never  dean  another  smuage ~.,; when . me : ~.-:... ~. 
person's home, homeowner ts therein the / 
But the money for social eve |~,  but not when the 
service workers dried up cleaner was there in the 
and she found herself mornlng. : ' .  "; ".,/ 
unemployed. She didn't The~eaners have a list of . ,. 
want an office ~ ~b,  ~ ' t  tasks te  do  in each home, 
want to go bnek to school. "and' ",vith four or five " 
"Then IreaUzed I kn~w a • houses • a day we're , ; . . . .  • " 
whole lot about' cleankg hustllng." ' " • . 
.houses," she.said, an4 Dial-- Her files also include 
AMop was born. notes on whether a client's 
LEARNED HER TRADE cat can he allowed outside, 
The first six months wee whether a radio should be 
a little shaky as Ms. Johnson left on as a burglary- 
had to learn about cleaskg prevention device • or 
~oducts, how~dea iw l th  whether anyone m the  P H O N E  T H E  clients and how'toset up a family has allergies, 
llotJoe AI) TAKER I un L~ 
.TO RESiOENB IN THORHHILL RESIDING'ON WA,.KER ) 
STREET, SIMPSON CRESCENT, EDLUND AVE., HAGEN 
STREET, McNEIL STREET, MIST STREET AND ) . ;, : 
,u.,o.., ' 6 35  635  7: EFFECTNE SEPTEMBER M, 1977 STREET'LIGHTING.' ) . m .... ~ / 
SERVICE WILl. QE DISCONTINUED,'AT THE REQUEST . . . . .  
OF THORNHILL. PROPERTIES "LTD. WHO HAVE 
i .,,, , .v,. .,.. o , . . . , . , , , o .  Ter race  Da i l  Heralldi . . y 
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The Wizar ...0fl Id ~r:nt parker and Johnnyhart ' . . . C r o s s w o r d s ,  ,ug Y 0r individ;Ual: nr_.m.,ne: 
erie Sheffer " .." H ' " ,,i;,. } ' ~ -~~, . .~: .  " " r ~-~. .  ~.. 1 
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~I:~_~&U ~ ' ' 5 Goal  42 Int rus ion.  4 Masters e l  measure . .  :~- :. . • : FFe ,  N , , , -o  r~,ab , ,  ~ . 
8Greek  47 Girl's name ceremonies iS F ra~t  " " : i " .. - , ,  vv~,,  ,.., .w~.~.  - . . . 
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IS . ~UmentlSA choice SlTothoshel-" (L.)' SAmallbarWeap°ns b a ~  A Jg l i  . • ' ' ,,,~_mx ~l l ln i I - - - .  ' .' I~t~ .. .:..'.:'....: ,. _ ~ ' , "~e:  ~ (.,~:...to.~..m).T~i..(~~.i,...~...i~. 
17 Moray tered side 9 Wicked delly -="  ~-"" "  " ~ ~ - -  - "  Don t ~ ! f ld !e .  l i l  yo I " .  '.' ~_ I _  ._It!_. I I I  at f i shT / ,  , IS.Cordage DOWN 19S, , ry  31131- -  IbUfl~-to~the/l!~___.I.(l!~rL..Inv~.eiAn ~ 
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23 Mix mclmame 19 Viscous child dandy sdwmtagm I yore" MilD. ~ I ~ m 
24Galatea 2Anysplit ~ZBalgeror 34Fiftieth TAURI~ ' . " - .  i . /~*-v~ ea iz imm u I i~ lu .  
loved him pulse ~ d  state " (Apr. I I  to ~ ~). . ,~ . .  ~ :~. t , ,m~ 
23Crceping Avg. solution t ime: 24 mla. ~Resorts- .. M ixed in f luence i . :¢er ta in  (D~. I I .~ J I .  ~) ~d~"  
stem . 37 One who I I~ l lUOIMl iyp l 'ove4~I i I l~ .  Ktc~l#at  ~ pkneley • Ill- 
23 A c rav ing  • repents butreumln mdm.' Amdl~" Or. ~ You ~ not Imve t~ 
29 F rench  38 Unsor ted .  hasty'action could further itrMI 'ill ~ mow. A 
ho~olo~t ~o~. ,~ c=~to ,,,,,t~ ...... -. , ,~  ,~ ' i  i  i, .v_.~ 
30Miss  • G I  -. . . .  . • m, d f~. .  
caste 
i 
38 (M l~ ' ,  to ,lime I 1 ) -~  , ~ i ~ - ~ .  
Gardner .. 40 Gir l 's  r , ' o I ' l i~b~ Bakery M ~  . . . . . . .  . ,,.~- 
product  name A Wofllablm day  IM i~ l t~ l  i~  . -~Y~ • ~ ' . .  ' ~ - ,w , . ,g~ 
• of  ' ( ~  ioFeb. D) . .. ~4 Cup id  42 Blue Eagle . ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ . .~  .__ . . . . . ,~ . .  __  
35 Peruse org. . your Innlto InmiIIIIIOn I I I  ,__s..,i~,i~, ,_~w ~~,_m_ 
36 Glossy 44 Adjective or l l0na l l~.  ,' In the ~ ~_mu- _m~um~._~.~._ .~a~l .  
37 Member of sufitz lea ,  el i l~I I  I t#  ,,.i. I I i  ~ m..umu~~,ut~J  
• military 4SUndivtded fa l l  un lu i  you ~iSimtsla,. ~ .~u~ ~.~-~uu~n~ ~'~ 
• • " caste . . . . 40 An/erican equI I IbdIn and p ie . . ,  - ' . . ,~. . . .~.  ~ . , - ,~v ,  I .~  
by johnny hart I% ' . - • ( ~ i = t o J ~ n )  .~ .~. . i  i .... - " I I~•v 'n  . II II IS ~ ~ I • I ~ ~.  ~ I.O I" I i . i~m~i i i~ . i i  (~ l l l . l i .=)  " '~=~ 
7r  ' ! ! ! , ,  m , , ,  I *z I I I '~ I I ~///~F ~ I I I procedures. D~' t  S t t lp t  ~ d dli IbMi~. I . . .~I~ , il "=~l I/;%A~,~°~.~l~ .,.'!'.=.'. J/ ~>~r~r I~~t~'~..=r~./ , , -m,. , , , .m~,i~.~m~.i~.=i~ . ,. ~.-i~_ 
. I ~ ~ ; ~  i r~r ~e .~ ~.- . ~ .,, ., ~ ~----,--, • (J'=° .=A ' = ..... ~ . . . . i ,~ .  h .~ i ,  . .  . . . . . .  ' 
20 21 22 "~, 2) . ~ . •: y ~U I I " ,  XUU ~ ~UAY - III /  111 d i~ l IyyO~Ih~.~p,  ~ * = . U ~ ~ I  
,.. : :.,.,: ,,, ."... . . Iz4 I I ~2s  n I I I :~ nz,..=~ IO~, , ' ;~ . - rmt l _ i l ,  ul ..hie,' ..,re'.." .ltou-,=Id~ 
l i~  I I . ,~////, J~ I I I I~ / /~o  I m i . cnange imenunmmmI  a I I~aml lmu$1c ILYou Im 
• ~= ~ - ~ ,~ " I~  ' : din lb. U i  ~ 
Hagar the:H0rrib  , , , ,  a=e=-'= . . , ,  • I I ' I I I I I~////~1 I I s may oxperlon~e toudenci~_ . I . . Imo i !  t in  iou 
• I ~ I I I ~14z 14~ I I. I 44 I' ..I '~ I toward r¢~I~mW.  C~ ~ m ~ a , ~ t o ~  
i i i "~'///~" s i  i i .i i i I I i l you( In l i~ i i~ id~ ~ w l t h l l l l  
~7 ~ : " I " ' ' ' I,, n u I I,. -n n n m L.-ll, 
0 ~l . , ' ,~  ' . . . .  mW.  . 9 I"l I. -N ' I  I ~" I I I ~,==-~pe.=~=, I , I~ .~ i . . , .~= 
n ' I v l / / l l l~  I n u I w ~ , ~ "  m ~ wmF I~ I l t~  ~ ~I l lmf I  l l l l l l dv .  . 
V I  I / / / % . J r ~ i ( ~ . ~ l U  . • I I ~ f f y m I  B~l t to  .Of: J ime I  Lick, 
" ' L " D unpa'lurbud. . .  ' ~ ,  Br~Harti,  Amer. 
J PBK JDLBF  AKN P BKLZZJ  . SCORPIO ' . m~'_  author iLeouard B~natoli,  
OLBB FKPQ O A XXCF Q AN A .K  N 'LP  (yO~'ml~'~l t ) / .  ~ . I  . ~ . . ~ o o ~ r ,  ~ 
CLQQ ' ' ' : ' - • " ~ l ~ ~  ° - - - " .  ~ i~ I~.~' , i ,  . " . / i' ' ' 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp - -  MERCURY CLIMBS DIZZILY; ' ' " . .. ' 
PEP  ~%IBSIDES. " • - ' " - . - -  n ~" .P  ~ ~'qw-,  - - . - 
~)  1 9 7 7  K ing  Features  Synd lc~' /e ,  l ime. .  ~ ~ , t . . = . . ~ &  ~ ~l" "~.~-  ~ • " -  ~ ' I 
" "  " '  A r k  " , • • . r Todsy'sCryptoqulpelne:PeqmIlSN . ~ I . ; . , i f~ l l~  , Boner: s ~ . . .  , by Addison The CrypteqMpisasimplesubstitutionelpherinwhidleach" [ |~_~-~dl r ,3 l ,  _',~----~mti~i~'d~ll 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals 0, i t  r _ j - - ~ .  I M I ~ ~  " ~ . ~  ~" 
.... I " "" - .  o and words us .g  an apes.ophe can glve you clues . . l oea . r  eqlml 0 ~o.ghout, the p-~.~.le. Sm.  le t=,  .o .  wo d•, ~ -  The.wo. . ' _b i~. '  i ,~ .~d!hm m. I~t  Te~.  :~----"-"' .. 
M I 
D . . .  . . . . . . .~ ,y~_  ~'~ .~ = . ' 
" WantstoBe. Off  i. BY =, va" 'u 
,....., ,,,,.,.. . . " Her  Bare  Invntat ion . .  .... . . . . . .  . .,. 
Doonesbu,y ., • . much . "  We l l ,  how about  MY ~ . . ,. , ". . " l ' / .  : ' "  ' -arr-  Trudeau " . ' "  '. "O,e ot ~~,  ~ ~ ~  " .w ' th '~ • DEAR ABBY: I met a very nice woman u, few months , I wouldnt  Z ]~ I . .WI  ~0 I l l lq l  ~ e~. . I  I :  il~it if Ld 
ago and we started going away together on"weekenda, we .~o.m ~vo •uom. . i~ l . . I . .  , . I .  ana , lw ,  m .m 
• ~ i ~ ~ l~,~/ ' f~7 AT it@,/~4VE ~ Now, she tells me she belongs to a nudist club and she's .9Fe i~.  II d@lllti We. I t t  i W .O I l 'm i .  I ~- W_I 
i l l i l r~ ~i l i : i l~AW-  . e/~:. .vps'~lw/' /~ ei~# 7~ ~ " 
i~llllil~i illlli11~i~i~" ' ~t~-  T~TiW/7/iW~il~i)il#l~t 7/M'AN~ ~C--¢i'e ' . retreat. • • any•el  . ,W~ ~ . ' .;.. ':; r --'i~,:~ " -' 
;: / I /E/~I/t~i '  ~fE~/~E,4% I honestly don't think I could do anytldng like that, but I  . ,"; ' . '  ' .  '..':.'- .'.: l l v . . .~!u~. l l "~ ' .  
I l l  / ~ ' • . t #¢~l~v, , l t .7#~v-  , / , 
~'~.~'/_' + ~'~'~ ' J  I ~ ~ l~I I Iu~~l  I~'d ,b~. t L ~ " ~ p ~ '  " i .tTL~&~ / 'T° /~t t ' °  . , BILL v~,Ut.~,u~=a,ui. . -xoua ~ . ~  m . i i~ .  + 
' " • -. . louily worn•• hi ~i  ~ w~Ikl . I~  _fli dl*d ~ l  m', . '  ~ " your relationship if yOU eee too much ef each other. ~ 'qu, . " ' ' . ' . -: .'. ' . .  ' , ,. ., 
" " • ' .  2"  ' " "  ' 
] .  I ' l e .  Am•z ing  SPIDER-,IVIAN 
• ii 
DEAR ABBY: Our 21-year~Id son recently married his ,' . . : . :  ' . . .  ..;;:'.': ' 
high school, teacher, who  is 39. TIlleM two had. Imen . , .-. ; .  ,: " ' : ' " ' . .'.", " ,. 
secretly seeing each other for three years. SheWas  : . • r~A'~>Amnv;  I ; ,-~'-:a ratlmr dMkate Iwobbm My 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' - -e  fell" love . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " - -  " -~" marrma aria nan two cunoren, nut neeause sn m m • -~----~ - - ' - - - -  fi'om • fa r - -  ~,mU%and I mt  . . l~ . ,  vet y 
. .  o . _ • .  , . , h u o t ~ u i v ~  t ~ J ~ m  . i v  ~ _  . . . l l - -  . - - ' - -~ I ,  '. . ~ '  
Wl l ;n  our  8on ,  f~ne go l la  G Ivor~.  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I lwl a l lo i them butua l i i~s~ueof ldsMsters  • . . . . we th , t~ l i l y  ....... 
All this was done bemnu our nac~s..we d/dn ~ know • .. ~ '•a ~,,,,,~..,,, t~ , . , , ,  ,h,n- others; My ousitloi i . .When I 
thing about it until they had beqn married for nearly a,  - '=i '*r ' ;~, ,"~'t  i'~'OW.'K; f~"-r" ms to invi-tb,"2,~v, a ~ ~w'o f  my' 
monthl . . . .  ~ ' "  :_"Z~,.' ." . . . . .  ~ • • "---" . . .. _ . . _ .. - . - - . .  husbands Meters and ~othars , .~  miv~,o~t ~ome? ' . .  
• ' ~0w ~nat they are marrma, mey wan~ us to zorg~ r~e I wks called on the Carrot by my hub4mds grandnmt~f  ; 
past and aecopt them. .  . . . .  , . ' .  ~ "'i .who Said, it I :o~'dn '~ ~v i~ ~ 'o~ the bro - t lm- -~~l  
we  love our son ou~ rmo it difficult to forge,'one aecei~ 'o;.~=~a l ml~nuldn ~t[nVtt~ tony O[ t~m,  A~y. '  that would . 
• and coverup that went on.during_ the courtship. ' . . . . .  ~n~.~e. : iS~- -~very  t~- - f '  | d0n~ .exi~g "to bu ' [a~ 
• ~ "How should we act now that they are married? - ..:=.:'. ~ . '~ .~ '~. , t . .~ ,  , ,a  ~ ,k , , ,  b ,~ ,  'I 'd m, i  to  ,~ I  
• & ~ l b &  &-~P I . J~t~I .~Aq & ~  . ' • • " " '  ' . • l invtte~hew ole •film ,~o l tsnotU lm 1~ 
enubbing anyone 
• DEAR HURT: Aceepthia wife and say nothing al~nt . . ' , ! ' '  ; ' L  i , : : ' ; , i ,  . ;  BIGFA~I[LY 
• ' :  . . ' ' , # . . .  , . , . L the'pMt.  Whatwas,  was. . , ...... .,...." - , . : . . .  .. . . .  ; 
DEAR ABBY: There are so many people in their 60s . . . .  D~.AR BIG:  ILdm~ Im!w Wlm!S ~ t l m  _~pmds•ht 
who are alone and lonely for companionship, .and I know i f r im 's  m~t M b~m~.~ ulm~te 
why. . ' ' I " . ' 
I am a mnn nearly 65. I 'm retired and on Social Security. 
I own an old car and work a few hours to keep it running. 
For the past two{years, I've been trying to find a lady to 
go steady with, bu't I've given up. I can't afford it. 
I 've met a lot of women about my age, and they  are 
wonderful company. But the trouble is, they all expect a 
man to take them out a couple of nights a week,wine them 
and dine them, go to drive.in movies, and for drives and 
lunches. " • ' 
whol  ~be-oa i loed~2 an ele" b t l  of fmbd. 
Invite wbm ~ wI~.i.": ' .... ' ' ~' , 
%: ' ~," 
.. ' .  ' :, / ' ',/~j--~>~ i '~ ~" ~ ~ 
Fw.AM, f J  i l i v l i  l i ve  s, L iv l l  Wdl iw , " ,  
x id  81.~ & l l l l  Yu I InL  ~ IN  Id!~__ ' D?~. 8~i I~  
• . .. . r 
• ,,' ', / .I, ~ , . . . . . . . . .  J ~ ." ........ 
o 
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• G, 
That's Gordon Little~ and Lorraine Johnstone on the 
wagon built in Terrace fron~ FiJi wood in 1926. Jim 
Nelson, the wheelwright in town, constructed the wagon 
in his blacksmith's shop. (Ted Johnston collection) 
THE FAIR NEEDS YOUR 
.HELP 
. . l )~ing the past week a 
good .deal has been heard 
8bontthe failure of the crops 
in this district and how It 
means thatthe Terrace Fair 
willbe a failure. There is no 
bettor way in the world to 
make the Fair a inHure than 
the method adopted bysome 
of those who never exhibit_er 
take any part in advancing 
the welfare of the town and 
district. The only tliing far 
the people here to do is to 
make exhlldts. 8ome lines 
milht be short, but these 
can he .ensny replaced by 
ether, nones that /are not 
short. There is no shartsge 
of fancy work, home 
cooking, canned fruits, 
aehool' exhibits, cattle, 
Terrace 
Fifty years ago this Week 
notch is all nonsense. No 
fair in the world maintains 
any such record. 
TERRACE NOTES. 
• .A.C. Llttlewho has spent 
the  last ~ few weeks 
~ospee~g.i~lu. the copper 
menntain r~,  returned 
home last l~hy ,  
• .R.L. Melntosh, 
companied by Mary Beduc 
and. Ned. McLeod left on. 
..Mrs. W. Furr ~vas in 
Rupert over the weekend. 
~ ..Mrs. Marshall and son 
who have spent some time 
at the home of the fermer's 
IJN parents, T.J. and Mrs. Kirk. 
patrick, left Monday .for 
ac- their own ho,m ein Montana. 
USK 
..Mrs. Chas Durham en-~ 
tertained a few fflends in 
honor of Mrs. George 
Durham last .Thursday 
evening. Music, games and 
danelng, mad~ up the. fun 
and delicious refreshments 
were served at midnight. 
• Saturday for Prince Rupert 
to Join Mrs. Meintosh who 
.has been .in the city for left Saturday after visiting 
several weeks, with Rev. T.J. and Mrs. 
Marsh, -~ She was ]olned ~ at 
8mlthers by Mrs. F,C. 
Fowler. end two dau~hiers 
..Rev. end Mrs. Robinson who will spend a menth'In 
h~v.e" ~ret~rJ~.~d h'om shah'- the south. 
hoUday at  Metiakatht. 
• ,Geo. Rorle came up from 
• .Miss Fowler of Armstr~g Rupert on Tuesday af- 
ternoon and returned the 
following day. 
;.Mrs. Brondng of Copper 
City was the, guest of  Mrs. 
P.R.,  Skinner.- over the 
weekend. 
If the lP'aoss, peopleget ..The tidrd~ a f t  of logs ..Mrs. Saldnner and son of 
together they en  put up on sldpped: by!::Geo. LltUo to ..Mrs. W;; Cnsni i  nnd lush returned to their home 
the most attractive shows Lamlantod Maturlals Ltd." daughter ,  Mrs. ~Low. of Monday after  spending n ..Mrs. Gardiner and 
this town has evelr~ at- oat Saturday,:hut caught on Calgary spent he week end week at Lakeise with Mrs. children returned to Pacific 
tempted. Now Is thetlme to the reeks st HelI'sGats and ks Prince Rupert. 'C.W. 8pa,,rkos. lu t  Monday after 'visiting 
show a cooperative spirit, the raft broke up, The logs " with her parents Mr. and 
The jarden crops are not sa were ldeked up further down Mrs. 8. Alger. . 
shor t  that S pretty fair the river end the tflp was .;The nnnnl  plenlo under ..Mr. and Mrs. Smith left display cannot be made. '~ continued to the loading . 
Fur thesakeofthe town and mint/re. 
of the dJslrlet it Is up to 
every ell/sen to get behind 
the directors and help, The Lahelae Lake ud  there was 
fair b me ~of the best ad- ..Mrs. W.8111Anderson left a good crowd present. It 
vurtisementa he town has k turdayf~:~e Rupert was ~u Meat success nd  
nd  t6 expect that e~ery~ on a ihoUday~: i ~ overyone hd  n goQd_ bathe 
),ear .and every class of .~ : ~// ks the warm waters Of the 
exhib/Lis going t~ be tsp lake. 
the. auspices'of the Ladies far their home In Calgary 
GQIId ef the United Church, after spending a month with 
was held on ~nursday last at their daughter, Mrs. W..' ..A Jolly dauce was held in 
Cassell. the hail ln t  I~tturday~nignt 
In  honor d Mr. nd  Mrs. 
•Geo. Durham. A goal  
erowd'turnnd out and the ~ 
" ..Mrs. Aird was do~n from' music .mS good.  . ~ . 
Pacific on Thureday. 
s 
( 
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Bill Smiley. 
. o  
muttering at a" l itt le ball, 
pursuing a little ball, and 
occasionally hitting that little 
ball so sweetly that nothing 
can quite compare with the 
feeling, and you are hooked 
• all over again on this silliest 
of sports. 
Come to think of it, golf 
isn't a sport, any more than 
chess is. It's more like a ~ay 
of life. And there are a lot 
worse ways of life. For a 
teenager, once bitten by the 
hug, it's like a disease. But a 
kid who has played 27 or 36 
holes of golf on a Saturday is 
not Wry likely to he out 
smashing windows in the 
local school on Saturday 
night. He's too pooped . - 
• For the ,old-timer Who 
plays nine holes every ~day 
with his fore,nee of cronies, 
• it's a lot bette~" life than 
,sitting around the Le~on 
Hall or the beverage room 
• grousing about .the govern- 
ment. He still has: a 
challenge. He knows per- 
fectly well that one of these 
days: if the wind is right, his 
arthritis isn't acting up, and 
the dam' club will connect 
with the dam' ball often 
enough, he. can bring his 
score down equal to his age. 
An 80-year-old can still 
play g~lf and enjoy it,, but- 
you don't see too many of 
them surf-boarding or: 
parachute jumping. 
Of course, it's an evil 
game. l've heard it rumored 
that" there is sometimes 
betting'involved, especially 
among the older guys, 
sometimes staggering wagers 
of as much as a nickel a h~.!'.~ 
And then, of course, it's a 
dangerous game, physically, 
emotional ly and p sy- 
etiologically. You can he 
I tee off 
on golf 
A GREAT many people look 
down their noses at the game 
of golf. Scornfully they ask: 
"How can an adult with a 
mind walk around a few 
.acres of manicured pasture 
hitting a little white ball with 
a long stock?" 
And I am inclined to agree 
with them. It's a silly game 
.,and at least once a week I 
~letermine that I'm going to 
quit. But it's just about as 
easy tO quit golfas it is to 
quit smoking. 
It's a game that reduces 
strong men to tears of im- 
potent rage and turns honest 
women into cheats who move 
their ball from a bad He when 
. nobody "~ looking. 
Even the parlance of the 
game is ridiculous, ~com- 
bining terms from the 
butcher .shop (hook, slice, 
shank) with those from an 
aviary (birdie, eagle) and 
those from a horror movie 
(bogey, scull). 
It's an expensive game. 
Membership in a club can 
run from $~00 a ~ year to 
$5,000 or more. Even the 
basic equipment can easily 
run to $500 .for clubs, cart, 
bag, shoes. 
Those who don't belong to 
a club can pay as you go, 
eight or 10 dollars a round, 
and add to that three $2 balls 
lost in the bush and a couple 
of drinks in the club house 
and you're getting up around 
$20 for four "hours•• of 
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SF.ArrUS wmy 
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I'[S ANYBODYS GUESS 
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Oil(X) & THE MAN 
HOLLYW0OO SQUARES 
DAYS ~ OUR LIVES 
THE D0¢TORS 
ANOTtlER WORLD 
I 
.THE s o'er.egg MOVIE 
NE~ERVICE 
NSC k, mrn.Y HL~'~, 
SEATTLE TONIGHT, 
.TONITE -.----.. 
/~kTCtl OAME PM 
esN~DY TIME 
NIGIHrII' ,MOVIE 
"NEWS 
"roNIWfl" SHOW 
'I'OMORROW U 
3&6, 
FRIEN~I.Y ~IN~" 
mEssup 
SSf~tME smEmr 
SUMMER "it 
DEATH VALLEY DAYS 
ALL IN THE FAMILY 
EDGE OF N I f tY  
thttmped off the head by a .  
golf bali traveling about 300 
milesan hour. 
' You can" be struck by 
lighting, right at the top of 
your backswing, if it's 
storming. Some golfers have 
gone into sand traps and 
never Seen seen again. 
Emotionally, it can turn a 
calm college professor, the 
- epitome of reason, into a 
raging maniac who is capable 
of throwing all his clubs into 
a water hazard and stalking 
from the course, puriSle- 
eared. I have seen one of the 
sweetest.hatured chaps I ' ve  
ever know, after Mtfing the 
b~ three y~rds three times In 
a row, put,-his foot. in the. 
middle of'  .a perfectly go{gl 
four .wood; ,bend it  doubk,  
and hurl the ctippled'.club 
deep into th.e near, est woods. 
I have heard a poised young- 
three practice swings, each 
• one a marvd of symmetry, a 
machine that is'grooved and 
oiled. 
You step up to the ball and 
hit it 60 yards traight up and 
20 feet ahead of you. Or 
right over the fence on to the 
road. Dr straight into "the. 
woods. While the gallery 
snickers discr~tly and you 
desperately, try to grin' 
nonchalently. 
It' can get worse. Your 
wife, whom you can outdrive 
by60 yards, steps up and hits 
a beauty right down the 
middle, and then •gives you 
one of  those '  looks. 
Marriages may be made in 
heaven, but they can becon~e 
unmade one golf course. 
Golfers do have a. couple 
"of things going for them. For 
matrong,'a regular church- - one'thing, they're xtremely 
goer, using!anguage on the - generous, They,ll tell you, 
golf course that would curdle without charge;/ what is 
the blood Of a drunken wrong with your/backswing, 
Danhh sea.an. 
And i f : the game doesn't your downswing~ " :your 
scar you physically and/or stance, your gr ip and the 
emotionally, it will probably kind of balls you are using~ 
destroy ou psychologically. 
There • are 40 people For another, they're 
watching as you take your tough. Theywouldn't think 
held in Meaeow in three .- Arel~.a. t of the Montreal 
years . .  ',., " 1 . . ~ showing on home territory 
Soviet swimmers have would be a blow • to Soviet 
failed in z~,eent years to ;sporti~ prestige, but the 
of walking to church in the 
rain, but they'll play 18 holes 
in a torrent. On sultW 
summer days when peop!e 
are dropping with heat 
stroke, and on cold fall days 
when people are huddled by 
the fireplace, the golfers are 
out there/ hacking and  
hewing around the course. 
Well, there youare. The 
game is silly, expensive, vil, 
and dangerous. Golfers run 
the risk of being searred for 
life in one or more ways and ~-  
should~be locked up for their 
own safety. I'm def in i te ly  
going to quit. 
:'- And yet , .  And yet ... The 
other clay I had three good 
drives, Tuesday my putting 
was imwoving. Wednesday 
l 'd ~hage had a birdie i f  1 
hadn't hltthe tree. Yesterday 
I was chipping well. 
1 think maybe !'11 give her 
one more go. It's all got to 
come together one day. 
Surely. 
The Argyle SYndicate Ltd. 
Soviet swimmers strong 
- MOSCOW (P, euter )  - -  A ach ieve  the same success as emergence  of  new s tars  has 
new generation of Soviet in other  sports .  Their  led to a cautious optimism 
swimmers is preparing to sol itary gold medal at the about the f u t u r e . .  
cha l lenge the dominant  Montreal Olympics was won Sov iet  sw imming ch ief  
Amerieaus and East  Get -  by Marina Kasbevaya in the A lexe i .  Murysev  was 
roans in a~bid fo rO lympic  women's  200-metre  guarded ly  conf ident  that  
honors when the Games are breaststroke. - resu l ts  would  show an 
imWovement, especially in 
m~'kevem.  
. Sovietmen head the Eu- 
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ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
THE MACNEIL-LEHRER 
REPORT 
.WOOEHOUSE PlAYHousE 
BARHEY MILLER 
MASH 
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POUC! M)M~ ' 
hnws 
HOIJ.YWQQD THIRTIES 
I 
SION OFF 
mpean h'ee~le llats this 
year at ~00, 400 and 1,500 
metres. Sixteen-year-old 
Vladimig Solnikovbroke the 
European 1,500-metre 
record during the winter 
and held the 800-metxw 
~ecord u~ it was improved 
y compatriot Valentin 
Pard.nov at the Soviet 
ampionshipsin July. , 
~HORT OF TRAINEIL8 ~ 
Murysev said the im- 
mediate aim of Soviet 
swimming is to get on level 
terms with the Americana 
and East  Germans.  . 
The rapid growth in •the 
~pu lar i t~  of swimming had 
mcreaaeddemand forseats  i
at  a l l  ma jor  events, -  
Murysev said. But therewas 
a shor tage  of qual i f ied 
trainers. 
i Soviet hopes were no 
onger based on.the former 
Olympic team. New,/stsrk; 
many of them from townk 
which did not have a strong 
swimming tradition, Should' 
be reaching their peal~ in 
time for the Moscow Games. 
An indication of the trend 
was that Montreal winner 
Kosbevaya was not in the 
team for the  European 
Yulia l~danbva, 
two gold medals in 
the national champiouships 
at Dnepropetrovsk. 
SET NATIONAL MARK 
Last  Apri l  in a match 
aga ins t  East  Germany,  
Bogdanova set a nation hI- 
record of 1:11.75 for the .100- 
metre  breasts t roke ,  the  
third-fastest ime in the, 
world. 
i 
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Poor crops good for local 
KELOWNA, B.C. CP-A 31 Fruits ageney, said 
percent reduction in the Tuesday. •
European apple crop this B.C. Treet Fruits, a. 
year could increase,apple ,~ower-owned seller agency 
exports to Britain from the sold a million boxes i to 
Okanagan,~ Bill Embrey, Britain annua l ly  until 
overseas sales manager for Britain .joined the Eurcpean 
British Columbia Tree ~co.nomloCommunity'in .~e 
growers-, 
mid-1860's. Sales to Britain this year will depend on the 
•an lOdl~s off  and during 1974, ocean freight rate. 
mere were no sales. "We hone to hold th~ ~.a~ 
Last  year  about 2,500 -to ,a m-~l~t rtse.' ' If"w"e 
boxes were sold,, but this" is achieve this,, than.~ there is 
s~ re~.~a~ed as m~imal, e~/use for much~, i~l)limism 
'~" '~3"~am.  ' . • ammt la~e exnnP~ ,, *aniA 
• He said sales to  Britain Embrey. -° . "~ ' - '  " "  
2 3&6 
r 
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"GARDENING WITH ED~ .HM w.n  KI ~.=_=.~.~_ 
HQI"IqJOGE 
I LqAnY K IB  
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""H~V ~O SlIM • Milll0n', 
• , .?_-:--. _~ TYME ~-HR. 
JOURNAL 
ALIVE ' 
MUSICTOSEE 
Q=L FOOTBALL 
"¢ l lMry  St&,~-~-~-~--:= vs' 
S~:-~;-"R ~.,cY CANADA 
MEET THE PRESS REACH FOR THE TOP 
NEWSERVICE - 
NBC ;: .-;.'~ 
STAR TREK DISNEY 
WORLD OF DISNEY 
SUNDAy N~STERY MOVIE 
MISS JONES AND SON 
DUCHESS OF DUKE 
U N g I l  
9:00 
9.*30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
.I :00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
[ 4:30 
5:00 . 
5.*30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00  
8:30 
9:00  
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SEARCH 
ERN~.~i AI~_J cy ,  
OPAL ._w~__~(r~ 
DAY OF DISCOVERY 
IT IS WRi o--~N 
GARNER TED ARMSTRONG 
GOOD NEWS 
AGAPE 
TERRY WINTERS 
STAR TREK 
SUNDAY THEA~ ** 
::~h R~, 
Q~fi.~ION PERIOD 
L~m'OI=JI~E~LD 
KEITH ~ ' 
NEWS HOUR 
4 MILLION DOLLAR MAN. 
LIFE ~OF.S TO MOVIES 
NBC MOVIE OF THE V~.~=k 9:30  
~"THI  POSmS~, 
SUNDAY PQPS CONc~-Kr 10'. '00 
10:30 - 
• NEWSERVICE THE NATIONAL . i1:00 CTV NEWS 
S ST~ MOVW: NmNT FINAL 11:30 --,,stun Never SN~, 
S(~_rJ~..y/Wr:b,.-,~f MOVIE 12: 00 
- I lw I . . . . .  Of C~,~,,.3"" :=  - - inml~ 
NEWS HOUR FINAL - 
THE LATE SHOW 
: 
• ~,A_,~_ ii~ . . . . . . .  
~I~C A dLil l~ 11  K I= I= l 
~ I C  ~AIMY 
aLACK PHSPECl lVl  
WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
-REVI BY . 
W-~LL ~[ '~-  WEEK 
GREAT PERFL~,,.- -:-=_~; 
GREAT P L ~ ~  
GERMAN SOCCER 
-= 
EVENING AT POPS 
MA~, I=xPiECE THEATRE" 
SHADES OF GREENE 
1Nt/~__~_q ...... 
LAIE MO~I  
- . , - - - - _  Mill : . . . . . .  
Old hand 
watches 
prodigy 
LONDON (CP) ~-- I~rcl 
Grade, Britain's impresario 
Of the television screen, was 
on hand for the first preview 
showing of Franco Zef-. 
flrelU's Jesus of Nazareth at 
the British Film and 
Television Academy in Lon- 
den's Piccadilly. 
He was operating the 
elevator. 
Grade co-produced the 
film for TV with Zefflrelli 
and his tending the an- 
| tiqusted elevator is typical 
of the obsessive attention 
which he brings to those 
phases of his projects which 
interest him most--the 
initial conception and the 
final unveiling. 
"I enjoy concocting the 
idea," he said, "and, of 
course, selling it.'~ 
The actual making of the 
film he leaves to others; He 
never goes near the set. 
Grade's work first 
became known to North 
American audiences with 
his 1950s Robin Hood scrim. 
Some of the 143 half-hour 
episodes still are beiig 
a shown to the world's. TV 
audiences. 
DANCED T:H E-  
CHARLESTON 
• Lew Grade was born 
Louis Winogradsky in 190"/. 
His first :plunge into the  
entertainment business 
came in circumstances now -, 
part of the Grade legend: He 
won a competition for dane- 
ing the Charleston in the  
1920s and was offered a Job 
to perform professionally.+ 
• From there he tou~ed the. 
variety circuits athome and 
abroad fur several yenrs~ 
When he switched to the , 
business ide of,  theatre/,-~ 
• Grade set Up an~dgeney with" f
his YOUngest brotSer'Losiie,, 
:The middle brother a lso . 
became an Gent and ira- ' 
presado unde~ the nameof 
Bernard Delfont, now Lord 
Delfont. 
During the Second World- 
War, Grade organized troop 
entertainments and after 
the' war he became 
establiched as one of the 
most powerful figures in the 
entertainment business. 
In 1955 the Grades teamed 
up with other theatrical 
interests to bid for one of the 
new commercial television 
franchises. They were 
awarded a contract o put 
out .programs during the 
week in the Midlands area of 
England and weekends in 
London--a curious package 
arising from the, ad- 
ministering authority's need 
to divide the three main 
regions of the country, 
• among four companies. 
STUDIED AMERICAN TV 
Grade studied the 
~ rogress of TV in the United tates end saw how filmed 
entertainments were oc- 
cupying the networks ,there.. 
He realized these were •ranl 
operties; capable of being 
ught and sold, exported: 
'and sho~'over  and over.* 
• again. - - " 
His export effortsWare . " 
recognized with the Queen's 
Award tO Industry for ATV. ,  
and a knighthood. /~*~ ~: 
, , , (  
i .~ . "  
\ 
. .% . . . . .  
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.Rel!gn'on  al tourist bonanza: "PASSES • ~' - - "  " *  ~ 1 ~ : 
%- .• .  • . 
M O S ~ Y  S P [ n  S ~ A  L i. 1 ~ T" melilast few-yean, Hidden somewhere in the ads i 
. Surveys by the fathers In. fewer healinKs have been . • ' " 
reported and-Balllargeon, a " in the entertainment sect ion tucate that 7S per ceot of the 
sodolol0st, said the ~athers - , . . .  • - . .  . ~sitars come. to the shrine 
.are, carefu labout  report ing are. two Terrace phone num hers for spiritual reasons; while 
mere .  " . . . .  , - .  " . . . .  , " . 25 per  cent are strictly 
tourlsts. "We know for a "We "' Wa|t"L many yesr~ F, nd them, and if 0he.is yours you ve won 
factthat660,000attendma~,, before talidngaboutatotal ~ P ick  up your  t ickets a t  the Hera ld  off ice,  
here .  every  year ,  miraculous healing• We ~ ' 3212 v. . * . . _  e, 
Bafllargeon s a i d .  reg~rvea l i  the =format ion .n .  . r .... , ,~,u,,,  o, . .  ' . . ! 
Ste. Anne de Beaupre is " to the ease an~d we " 'r " : . . . . . .  " -- ' " 
famous among Catholics for study it carefully." + + " ' ' " " ' " d " -- " r " " + " " ' 
.miraculous healings aid to However, Baillarge0n ~ , ,  , * 
have taken place • there, enjoys recounting cases of _ / , , ,~,~. ,  ,  . . . .  /m~. .~. : ,  /ma) j .  _~ . . 
• Since i~8,  350 eases of mirae.les-- suc5 as the • •~vl,4~,,(,f,~'#~. l~f,  ci~,~ ~'F~~,4~.  
h~dingshavebeonrecorded .amersean _sn f fe r in8  from 
along with the names of chronic tuberculosis who . /~ ' ,~ j  - - . . . ,  ,~.~ 
witnesses and doctors' w'ash~ledand,nowwork s ~ 0  ~ ~ ,  O,~-~f / r  
attsstatlons,- • for the FBI . . . .  
' SHOWING AT  e P .M.  
Aug.  25.27 
"ASLIPPER AND THE ROSE" 
• STE. '  ANNE DE 
BEAUPHE;. ~e. (CP) . 
'/'be. row of motels at the 
_edge of r ids  v / ] ]~e cele- 
brated fo r  i t s ,  Roman 
Catholic shrine is enough to 
tell- Visitors the decide of 
.religion in Quebec hasn't 
reached, here. • 
In'fact, businessmen who 
own th~ hotels, restaurants 
and souvenir shops around 
the basilica in the centre of. 
town say th _lags have never 
been so good. . 
They sell rosary beads, 
miraculous Ste. Ann badges, 
goldplated .. pendants, 
charms, placemats, .and 
other articles both religious 
and secular to the thousands 
of Pfl . i~as  who fleck here . . . .  
"There are more people I="P ( .  ~T'~ ,~ - - -~~~'~c~r~ LMJ._ _=:I 
now than there have been " G ,~ ~ ~ ~ 
for years," one seller' ex. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i  
plained. "People" still buy. 
re l ig ious  souven i rs , . - .  The f i r s t  ch i ld  to  be born in the New England Colonies was 
although less than before. 
MATINEE ;- 
~g.  27 
l 
7 & 9 P.M. N IGHTLY  • 
Peregrine White,  a baby girl born  aboard the Meyflomer Aug. 28-30 
They. come here, make a in Massachusetts Bay. • 
little visit'and buy secular 
souven i r . . *~. , ,  - , , , 
Philippe Racine, the l o n e . ,  .,~ 
policeman in this town of 
3,000]ecated2Onzi lesnor -  JIM'S TACnLE HOP 
theant of Quebec City,has 
8]80 noUced/an-gDanrge in Quality Fresh and-SaltWater Fishing Tackle • visitors after, the gradual 
decline of past years. &~-4/el 
TOUB]S~S C~,.~.eaA~. "Hardly- Fenwick-Ambass~deur. Algonquin 
P.M;  .ONLY ON SUNDAY •hMa•.toursts come dur ing  e celebration, of 1 ~ :bit- Quick'- Richmake" " 
thday of .S t . .  Anne,  . . . . .  
tradit ional ly regarded as, Fly TYing.&RodBuiUding Suopnies~i ' 
the mother ,  o f ,  the  Vkg ln  • ~. -  . . .: . . . ;A~I ,  
Mary, whose..feast i  July26. 
More than S00,000 persons l 
attended th i syesr~ four- I '~ . . . . . .  " 
day event, wldch included I 
sev~a l  masses celebrated I -  
by..the ope', Ce.*~e. I 
ive, .Most. P, ev. n 
man . . . !  
St. ,Anne i s  a.  
Souvenirs & Local crafts 2s.=7 
* Odrprices ;are fair s,~,q/AIHES6ROLIN. KATifLEEN LLOYD..l~ifN ARLEY. 
me Devil. A DaqMer 
• ' *~ISh0p& Pare P , : .  , 
represe~tative, • ' ~ ' " "*  ~' i ~ " . . . . . .  " " ' =0-30  • v i ~ 
e. as: 4 !20HWy,  16-East  -..- 635 ,947f '  " 
Al thoegh~St . .  . . . .  . ~ .." ~ ,.' . ' . : ' _  - " ' " " : 
p=r=s ,t st,, " ' ' " " * . . . . . . .  4: ' '.. 9 ' Anne:  de . .  Beaupre has .  , . ~ ( ' 1 ~ , ~ * . ~  
~oen}.e a.l.popular N o r t h ' ,  .: I " ,~q l~U 4n l~t , , i  . . . . .  ' _ .  
PJr lcan 81u' lno.  . • .--  ', ' ' 
diorama of the •city ~of~ , , 1 r 
Jerusalem, the basilica. ; ,u-n.e.=-_~- " iii ~i. " ~/ i I / "--" " 
:- Deschene'S antique mu- : - : -~. ~; : . ,  ~ i "n'n r 9 :30  .~_~_-~-----~ _,~_._. mm.Ls~;=.~r r 
saran. ~-.:_~--v -_~..-"r _ .  m 1O:00 ,-_~_ r_,_~-_.~ s,ow ~ • < 
The Redemptor i s t  "'-~'~---'- - ~  ';~ " Am. U..n~p --- ; ,10:30 u~-,~n~n~ . L~_OpUm . 
Fathers, responsible for the s~,~o-v ~ ~e~rAns. ..... - ' " : ; ' - - ,T~ : 11:00 nnsr ,~u~u~,~ks .Y~--..'~'- ~ THe v ,~- - ,  
basilica, estimate- more .mnm & ~4e..-~ . . . .  I 1:30 • HOT ,"--".aS -'=-:."~_ r ,~  ~'~:~÷_~ ,
than one million pilgrims '.~-~-~-_--_-_~._,~_J~-~ s~.:..~. ~ .  12:00 ~ ~ .m,_-.e =--.=--,~,-,im . . . . .  
come annually, most from ~,~m,~J. - .uvm . r . sc~ 12:30 MOVle. . 
Quebec, while 20. per cent ._- :-~;. • .. . . AS ~e ~-~__n 
come from the United States ~.,__n ,~o,~a ! :00 " - "  - '  
and five per cent from other "mE~:,,.~o,~ ~ e~A~ wJ_-~ ~w 1:30 ou~ u~ 
provinces. Aem~.~ WORLD ALL iN IHE  FAMILY =:00  ' , - - - -  
" • ~ IN i nn  FAMILY 
" I t ' s  not so ]~nueh I the EOO~.".:~"T 2:30 _~,__~_-.o~.-~_-' mow ~xcae_-.,-~'_ 
number of .tourists that is ~m. IO'~J_MOVIE T AI(E30 3:00 
important," said Re.v. ,~n~aM~M,n~,  ~ o, ew4, 
Samuel .Baillargeon, in- ., ,c~==~:w ~ 3:30' .,m~lmm we,,, n '" .. 
formation director for the o~r vats o+:-:,.=. 4:00 I ' . u'-"_"_- maser 
basilica. "What we want to , Jus'r.,=o~ ,=urn 4 :30  ~eu~'Ymow 
know is where .the pilgrim ,_,n,s i~_.y.~ A DEAL I~ ,  ;~,,W'COUh-i'Wz: : 5:00 F-J~o~r~__Ni~ 
comes from; what he is ... ~s'rmz._.~----- 
-P' "-rTRIC CO~VtPN~Iy" • looking for at Ste..Anne and NB¢ NIGtITL¥ :'=':,~ 6:00 NEWS I~OUR 
N~=_:_:#ICE • .. - . . . .  rs~,~ m . 5:30 
n l ln 
how~ to_ provide for his imLL~ . ,~  
spiritual needs." "S=ATT,n "TON'IOHTI-- '~-. '  ' . "  6:30 
"rONi~ .wumwm,'~m 7:00 ~='~~/ j - - ,~  "TH-'e'~--H O L L Y WOO O[ " 7:30 
" - ~ooes  To ~m "-'=-=~ ~ ' O:O0 
pm~JJS 8:30 
- - _ .  ~ , ~,~.,,m nU,SON : 9:00 
ALL ON THi FAf~LY 9:30 
, - -~N m 10:00 
Only  one var ie ty  o f  mush- ,, ' .V.I.P. 10:3Q • . . . .  . . . , 
room is grown commerc ia l l y  - - , , -  l~.E NAT I01~ , l ! :00  
"in the U .S .R  can range f rom T-v~iG~rrSHOW ,NIOHT Ft l /~.  - - E 11 :30  
dark: . . .brown, tO .pure  wh i te .  " • . LKORm, ~.E¢ l lON:  . . ' 12 :00  ' 
Di f ferencm~ are negl igible,  but  
the. darker  ones~are  f i rmer ,  " - ' • • • ' . . ' .  i .  .. -, ' . 
bet ter  . fo r  skewer ing ,  less - - -~- ' - - - ;~  sI~W. . . . . . . .  . 
eas ! ty  bru ised :and-some . ~ : :=~ OFF ;;~';,3 . . , . 
ha i le rs - -more  fl~worful. - r ~ 1 ~ ~ n "~ Jr~l"kl + l ~ 1 4 
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O 
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:,T, 
:  Classic " : . .  -- . : -~:, 
3&611 . . . . .  ;' .... , , . , ,  ,m4+ +' : . " + . ,  , ~ " L , "4 9;; '+" .'~ 1 ' ,!,theatre 
• •"  . , sm'ntl  ,~.,~v :. ' /O.M ' LUCY 
, o  
m ~,-,;,~,~ aunss - 
.s~x,~ ~m ~ srms " 
~,~ & THE MAN 
la.L~,-,~,~ sawulm : 
ears m ou~ u~ 
i 
~ .~.  ~-~." 
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WILD KI I~mA 
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! :30 
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6:30 
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8:00 
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9:00 , 
KNmmS YO~ 
JW r .m~ mow 
I~EFINITION ." 
FIRST IMImlt~_ ONI 
1401" 
NOON U HOUR 
AI.AN R SHOW 
ANmHER WOM.D 
I 
THE uucy.sHOw 
. . I  
NEwSHOUR 
sOIEY VINTON show . 
~ _  . . - : . :  
j._~jm - , . 
OHE DAY AT AYIME " _ 
.~J~-~ I I  I ~  • - 
i 
ILO~._np U lq l  
~,~_.,~._ • ~ mm~.~ 
_"'._" _'~q_ FOR ~ 
UY IMTNEM 
g IH THE F~__.~_;y 
• ~v~ ~,.-.---_ . . . .  ' 
am~l 
- . . .  - . 
:- INI..__R~_ MRS' NEIGH. 
~ l C  (~C.';-.~,~."~" 
IU ' ,  mm ~lAm,  ssa  . ' .  BIG . . . . . . . . . . .  ~1~ 
L I~_  _~n_ REIq)RT 
filNE'S ~ .  
• m p I~.  AT Va,.~ 
- - . ' P~ ' I~- -NG ~ ,  
of fe red  
In response to the 
publ lc lyowned Br i t i sh  
Broadea~l  Cerp~I/on's 
entrance snto the in- 
ternatlonal market with 
ch programs as The 
yte Saga and The Six 
WiVes of I.I-e/u.y VIII, ATV 
'emerged with docu- 
mentaries, filmed plays, 
8hakespearean productions 
with such stars as Sir 
Laurence 0Hvier and drama 
series. : 
ATY's chronicle o f  Ed- .  
ard VII was intended only 
domestic -consumption, 
but toGrade's surprise i t  
became an international 
best sell~; so did h/s puppet 
series The Muppets. 
BIOGRAPHIES PLANNED 
His eo-producttoas with 
the Italians followed, .Moses 
the Lawgiver and Jesm of 
Nazareth. Grade now is 
L ,~. I  HOUI I  OH 
TM NATIQNAL" 
NIGH1" FINAL 
H~l .~r -~ TH,,c:,,k~- 
"--'~,..~ OFF ~ • 
-9:30 aawo SmI~___L'~___ SHOW ~ PYTHON 
10:00 'm~U< ~ocu.~_~_  .. preparing biographical 
• " " epics on Shakespeare, 
10:39 " ~'~'~:~ Disraeli and Rasl~I/n, plus 
11:00 cw._.~._ ~T~m~U~ a seriesof six plays a[~mt 
11:30 , ,ram m~ ~,o.t. ~ m-'.-Lmovm • '~the Moutin Rouge m Paris. 
" ;  ~ ~ ~ i 1 ~ the  early days o f  te le -  
13:00 n~_~.m,mow t . - :~: -  - vtsion[ Grade en~oy.e~l 8 
_reputation as a kina ot Sam 
Goldwyn of the small 
, ~-~i  FOR THI STARI 
CHI I  • THE : f  ".~.'~. 
,mu. ; - ,~  sauMes 
DAYS OF OUR U~,~.~ 
screen, ever ready to come 
. . Out with Some unwittingly 
• : comical pronouncement, 
Som e pregnancy tests wrong ++--hasant .d  even t~d y he wil l  blurt that given Jesusniiht,himOfandNazarethmany s in .  the 
Health :& Welfa.re~;'C~ada. " market. i 1 ' caused by a. conditlon, pregnant patients with. pro- I~,,gt bream say that his .~er~un of the story is the • 
is aovisin~ medical author!- in a letter to all physi.. ~nown~ protelnuria, " telnuria were found to be greatest.tolevision Fogrem 
.tks ofpossjbleerr.orsdue to cian$:.ph.a .m~.a.cists: ho.spit.sls ' " Stud~'~'conducted in the posltlve. Commercial test evor mane. 
~nn~e:~nu~l~"r~±pro  - . . .c, lu~r~ :aoo.raton., m.e HPB 'abmatorbs show that kits used in thee studies " He  puts in -a  10rig day, 
" • • pros-. ' netam::rrotectton mancn , some results or-pre~nancy were purc]hu~d between arri _v~l at his office a t  0 
a.m. lenying U or U hours nmcy te,~s'ontheCanadim says that the /nterference /s tests carried out on non-. July 197SandMarch lO'~6. 
' .I " . : : : : : .  " . . ~ [ ~ ~ ) [ ~ j L ~ ! '  ' - • '  " " . I " :  : inlater ands l~ ln~,uchof ,  eeveningunthe_tekphene.ne~olia~luns with p ople 
..m'e~.ed. at borne. He gess 
; ~ M Y  : :''1 ' r " ' : " : ' ; . . .  9~00. . ~ neck.. " . . . . .  ~ Lucy : • . . : . .  -. m me.  cinema only fo~ 
" : ~ " 1 4 ' " " . . . . . . . . .  ~4 9" ~ . xk~,~v~.~ mm,s~.  : special premieres. 
m - - ~ ' ~  ' " " ~ ~ Y  ~ 7  + ' ' . . . .  10:00 j v.~ _ e_._._._._._._.~. _. . . . . . . . . .  , .... LIVES MODESTLY 
~.  ~- -=- :~ .Grade, l ives in a com--  
paratively modest apart. 
m~u~.,,=,=, merit a five-minute drive 
from the office. He has no 
~m,~,~,.~. __Wnoi 
M S ~CL0CK MO~E 
"V4m M/ Bil~. Smks , t  ,-- '-- 
LL=T" ..~m=-- A DEAL 
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country home, no villain the 
s~m, no yacht, no private 
plane.• 
'"I couldn2 bear to be- 
more 'than five minuteo 
from my work," he ex- 
plained. "And why should I
need a private plane? The 
regular airlines are good 
enough for me." 
Nonetheless, he is not  
above chartering a jet to fly. 
a_ party of reporters across 
• the Atlantic f~  a look at one 
of his projects. 
Now 70, Grade is required 
this year to resign the chair- 
manship of AVT network--. 
the broadcasting sub- 
sidiary. But  he plans to 
..r:emain firmly in charge of 
me parent company. 
"R- , fh ,~?"~ lu~ so ld  "I" 
shall never retire!" 
Grade paved the way for 
Br i ta in  to become the 
wor ld ' ssecond la rgest  
Am~0NEi :ON~:  supplier (after theU.S.) Of 
'IV ipro~ams but said he 
t, mm ~_,~.,~.. .feelshehas a few conquests 
'~ .  mwm . yet~ make, such as one day 
-'~li~qNi, m w-,,,,-'-----'-" m amng ai:o-producUon deal 
with- the Rns~ians. 
"Entertainment," he 
said, "has no frontiers." 
"* ~" ; ~:, "!" *" "i." ~, . . . .  
By TONY LEDWELL po!lU~n] operative, Charles Freedom party, seeking to - . c i r ,  e,due to a profound . t~ee years,-,. recently. 
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) --  Colson, .is at his side..They dismantle ,many of the in- rel~mm experl~nea, healso decided to return, to the. 
"I wanted to send waves of p roc la im"  themselves- ,  stitutions he now embraces, saidit would be a-long and United States,. ~Y!n~ g ~ its 
coastematiun tlu'ough the "brothers in Christ" and He got more than 2S,000 arduous road , -. changi~ poHtie~ climate 
white. race / '  gldridge talk of their past contempt votes. " -.. " When Cleaver returned, madepoesible a falrtrial-on 
CleaviDrwroteinSoLdonlce, for each other, their Within three weeks of tha. the Black Panthers called.a the murder .charges h~ 
hisl9dSbook:,'Iknowthatif religious converslom and election he was-on the-run, news conference and faces. " . - 
. I had not been apprehended, their new devotion. - ' - lagnchingaseven-yeare~lle su~gestod hehad turned into But while Newt0n vows to 
I would have slit some whlte Cleaver spends his days to avoid~arrest on .cbarg...es an-L~Bl'mfo~er. Later, ~e  resume the lcadership of the 
th~o_ats.":._ . '  ]ecturingondpreaebing, his arising tram me snoomUt..party tonea sown its Blaek Panther party and e~- 
Tocoy, ~leaver renounces trial in limbo awaiting, the ~ wandered through Cuba, ~.etsric, saying it had no pand its. soeialpro~rams, 
those words,"but they were outcome . o f  . legal ~orth Korea and ..North eviaence. - . Cleaver says he wants, to 
honest at the time.'When-'manoeuvres. Last month, Vietnam,eventuallysettlin8 • Clcaver'swifeoflOyears, ~spend his remaining years 
he goes on trial "on.charges. the California Court of in France.. .: . Kath)een, says with a.  as a writer, expounding on 
of attempted murder, he. Appeals turned down "me poruraltot a gun- chuckletha.tallh.ernmo~d .his social philosophy and 
will be'flanksd by three C[eaver'srequestforaece~ rattling, reuel turned wantanowm"t0beanemerexpla in ing how religion 
lawyers, all white, to FBI files on him. sp~tual pacifist and devout statesman." - r , ~ ~ hTs life. 
At 41, Clcav_e r says. he "INVOLVED IN.PHOOTING Christian . ra i ses  the . For,. " Cleaver,. me ,WRITING BOOK . ' . ~ 
_.fin/.s~ly.kno.ws.w.hoheis..Tbe- After a alne-ycar stretch inevitable question: IS  revolution ison ice. Many of - He has a contract to write : 
~ne .tx~r.ea xu'e.orana whose in 'prison for " assault, ~Cl.caver sincere or try~.g.to'., his. •friends died . in.the .a book:.on h i s  personal .:
thunaermg rnetor~.c once Clea¼er moved swiflly to the win: .~:sympat_hy,., "xrom recun'i~,,war between the ..dpiritualrevoluUoh~ ::: 
exhorted masses at ansi.. float, ranks of the Blaok l~ot~_ Ual ~Im'on't.. -.... .:. Panthers and the pallee::..." '.'l've ~ Studled.:eanfully,:.. 
-young men to am~s now,  Panther party and admoat- . When ~, ne was  msasad  . - " ...::s . ::; -'. ..... i add I agree.." with the.~ 
gently to wed~assed, dled ..in a/diootoi~t with. f rom jail.on $1~,O00'l~ll_ a...~'ormer/...¢o:~..~I..o :. ~ .u~ :ten,sing o~ JeauS~Iout I don't ..: 
audiences, preaching the, police in 1968. • ysurago, ne acknowledged t"ewtan, le]men m: t,~aoa tar. like theidea that.I've ~:t'," 
g~pel M. J~as  ..Chris.t. That same year, he ran .that ha:wan t~.g  .to.win the ~ ~-'~ . 'born affa:in in my cell.' I 'm. .  
t~ssommy,  me former-f0r.wes/dont..as the can- u'ustm .l~opse,.nuttzeca..use ii I I I I I . ~ '~. .  }that people .would :
White Home ,dirty tricks" -didah) of the Peace and at ms snarl) personanty ., - . . see' mat~ as some ]kina of~ 
I , . . 
'" Ix~l_ e~'~ in exile"qed me to - Our- pr ices are lower!  wholeL'ofresbmycontaetwitbtbespiritual ..i n." 
" ': " . "I  came to see that there 
. - • . • . • ,•  
; ] :  : . . . . * .  : 4  
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"o  es 
1973 Centurion 'Class A' motor home 
-Excelbntcondition " 
only 27,000 miles $17,000 
~ll k ~r~ ~ld  mllk W~l~ a 
It's t ime to  call your 
WelcomeWagbn hob:Sere= I w~ I 
£VEJI ,YN ANWEILER I 
• ; iH I$~V/ I  : . .  " ' I 
WENDY ; CLIBBETT 
is a fundamental mistake 
contained in the ~t - '  
Lenin/st ideologies, where 
they make the distinction 
between idealism and 
matertalimn, Everytl~ng 
dca]lng with the spirit oz' 
with /~eilKious subjects is 
lumped under 'idealism' 
and condemned. ., 
. "I came to fecl tl~t there 
is not only room~ hut, a 
-necessity J[er us to address 
ourselves to mccallty and 
• the relationship..between .~ 
Pe0~,e.. - ,  . 
.~ .,So I was.wrons,: and the 
• Black Panthers were wro. n& 
We had a totally'., lX~UUeal :: 
and ec0nomle,.:approaeh, - 
without -,glvingany can-. 
slderatlon to.  the  more 
civilizing, influences." 
Cleaver, a chronicler of 
black ' frustration and 
symbol of a volatile_era, has 
become a writerhusband-. 
father.. He det~  himself 
as  a man regrets. 
23fl.Nomad 19fl.Nomad 17 ft. Nomad WANTED 
i il • All units fully serf-contained, c/w stoves (with Ovens), hot water tanks, ABE.YOU 1116,01[  ING ,fUrnaces, Washrooms andshowers (larger units have bathtubs tool) " " FOR EXTRA MONEY ~- r =- - -  - - - -~  ~t A N IGHT JOB 
| •  . .... i 
i] ROADHNNER" If you can piny a musical inst£.ument and sing, 
i. ] HMIB4H~ TI)A'I I  E i~  ,| . . .m~. .  , ,  m. we have a lob for you. " "  
• "i!J many mqo i "'-:-~Je;s available guitarWe needplayersall iSeweCOUntrYcan get. & western singers and 
' '"•'] *i - - - -  /*  I ,  _ _ '_ _ down " ' " -  " - -~-~- - - - - " -~- Jworth  lhne. ' . , I fyout' ln'~you--n ~- a n x ca ao tW-";--eeksingle'ow ,, • :11 umStone  ~r/s,'~dve andsee u . .~' ,  yaw 
Blue Spruce  d.,; / ,,.,--..4 ,.:, 
i ~  for an appointment Sa les  W" ~llk" tl~, .:___ _ :~ '.~.:" _ Ore, audition.Phage d3S-9151 ' 
• " oL ,o. oo~s-A a~.16~,em.~e,~ 
I 
I + 
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Salesmansh!p  "  helps get  jobs  q . , • • , . ~; 
TILLSONBURG, Ont.' dicating one ),ear's ex- _en~p!o_ymentwiththeCPLP .~ea~¥~l~i~ ll/nerant wor~'Se ' imet .  . 
(~P) -- It took Michel perience as a tobacco office l l~ .s~,  , office, Johnstone said . . . .  have found work . .  ". 
.~chaud only five. minutes Primer in the sLde w~dow. 
bef~e he ,was off..e~d a Job and wi. the.. min uteswas ap. Manpower centres in both "But you'll fimi t l~e' ,  . _~_ . . .  _. _ . _ .  " 
' no t  ml ln~ aroun,4. , , , ,m r~,~nua- -  iu~ n~r ,a .  .. m area.tonacco ,eros. • proamm oy me wee ?z a provinces .have notified because ~e m,,O,,,.n~,, ;,~ Seemin~ly an.-unofficlal. 
~e bilingual native of local farmer about a J/oh. pro_speetive tobaee  th~vean'taet~,-a~ha"~,~ placement -efflee~ for . the 
Embrun, near Ottawa: . ' " w~kers not to enter the ,~-,, s,~-",, "--" ".?" workers, an  informed 
stoppedhis dilapidated Fore ' ' tobacco belt unless ass~]  front_ of Tilbonbu~_ 's. REGIS.TER; WIT]I. POOL of a Job. : o - - -  . . . .  . .. Trottier told fouTlaborers o~ _ M..~.tx~I .r~ident, Cla. ude a farmer ecruit/rift in a bar. uanaaa u'arm ,.amr t-oos MicneJ aria ms fdena are Di~eprding this, about. Tro¢uer ,  WhO .arts oeen ~lhis is where most workers 
office (CFLP), placed a just two of the 600 migrant V5 to 100 workers, mainly working s .ince. the. harvest hear about jobs, he told re- 
hastily scrawled sign in- workers~wno registered for fro m quebec, have oesan, sma almost all the porters.. .. 
THE " CHANGE 
I I It ~ OLDI~IETZEL OF HOURS 
II i BREAKFAST-- TUES. - FRI.- '  7AM- lOAM 
m ,dbm DINNER-  TUES.. FR I . .  JPM-10PM 
~ • • • ~r  • • , ! :1  ~----r',Q~ " SAT. & SUN.- BREAKFAST, LUNCH & BIN- 
D ~' m ~l  I ~ 11 '1  ~ i - - '111/1  O ~ NER '" " " " . IOAM- IOPM . . , : i~ lm I I l I I  ; . /  E l l  J l i  I 'INTERNATIONAL' CLOSEOMONDAY 'CUISINE) 
. "' ~ a L ~ a L a L i l a L  m ~ ~l~aL . .~ '  " ' '  ' .KALUM MOTEL. 1 . n ' ' 
• ' . ,ImmmCP' • " : . 16 West, T~race . 
- _ __~_  . i . . . .  I 
~.  ~ : T ~  ~ ~-~==~.  ' ' ~,,~ .V:E ~KE 
'dkj~d& ~"- ..,-3"-* ~/~~- -~-~- .  ' Chop Suey  Garden  ~.~'11  ~, LOT OF THINGS BETTER 
,, , . -S~t~L/R . . . .  ]I ~ "JK. RE]-- r--- • . ~ '  ,' , o ,~ . . -a~ t~arrumers 
-/~=_ ~ V ~ ~ ] ! ~  ~ ~ FREE HOME DELIVERY ~ '  : J~ / / / / J~ .~ Owners  , ,  
TA lg -~~-  ~~"~- '~dqe- I~-~ WITHIN TOWN LIMITS 'e~ V]  ~, "C~."~ "" 4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
,~.. - . ~ ~ I I1~ . Oi lO-I l JU 
• CurS~W .. n,., . . . . . . . . .  , 
t~o&(;RBG, "r'ERR~iea~ ,,eL-&,8~ * ' ' _~-~<~. .~ (~ '~ . .  TAKEOUT ORDERS WELCOME 
" ' "~ Tr io /  ,v?y,  
,,~.~ ' V|IEUAN mma~ LOUNGE , , ,  ~ ~ . PICK-UP ORDERS l I _ _  . . .  _ ____  
~ ~ " 7AM TIL 2AM 'I [ "  , " 
a~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~l ld~T.  SUNDAY . ~ "~ '~ i . ' , i . .  . 
~, . o...,.ou...ou,s,.. ' l ' THE PUIOE ' ' . . 
• " ,W. .~L . ' .~ '  ?~.  VeNeTIAN OONIN(; LOUNGe T o k o O u ' : l i l ~ ~ _ ~  . ' " . .. 
- ~  • - . ~  . . . . . . . . .  . ~ 'L Chop ,uey 'aonmers  i . . , - -w ,~ i - "  • ' : 
~ ' '  "~ l~ '*~13r :ml l~  ]k ' I ~ '  --- WEDDING RECEPTIONS G~...~'NINGROOM&DRIVE'~IN  ~v~L~i  638-19,46 . ~ ~. / -~- -X  PRIVATE PARTIES 
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4430 GREIG AVE. TERRACE " ~ ' ~  BANQUETS 
o~,~,~,?gga~ 624-2621 or624-3359 CATERING 
• om~.m- ,,,,,.w..,S,hS,. DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE i 
~' ~ A A N N N A N  amain  ' : : ' " :  . . . .  : "  i .0o0.o,,...0., '  saflgman INN 
,~ ! !  ~ ' ]  , i! ~ . ~ ~  " 15 Motels PR/NhClaI~ Gc~,OR~E 
HECTORS i." 
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
MON-SAT. S PM-. PM Highway 97. Heated 
Indoor Swimming Pool 
Ctt/1R-I.~R(,)ILI3I) S ITA KS Pools, Saunas • ' 
Ks~u:;n;?e; Rooms . ,U0  Central S,reet 
" ,~)" , , ,  Phone 638-8141 
4736. Lakelse. , Ave. Terrace .,o ° " " "  4620 LakolsoAvenue. ' a 
• Including: BAKED POTATO " g " ' i 
CUO,CE OF SALADS.  and ' ' ' g0b W011oughb]r " ' , ..,','' ' ~-~ ,
ORESSaN(;S. a;~RLOC TOAST , Country and Western 1' % I ~:  
King-Size Steak D~nner ~; 4.99 in the lounge 
ANA'IIO.R NIGHT, i, 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4 99' 0O yOU play Guitar, Orpn ,Or Sink 
Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4.39 then  RESTAU RA NT 
Hone oall Bob at 638-1614 
¢NINfS[ & CANADIAN FOOD Jumbo Shrinlp Dinner 5 2.99 Off THURSDAY, 
10 am to Tam Monday.. Saturday 
Chopped Beef Dinner $'1.59 6511-91B 1 Ham to lopm Sunday 
TheMikeburger $1.39 ~4826Nw1.16  W, PHONE 63 5,6111 
' "5 
. . . . .  , , .  . . . .  , ,  . . . . . . .  . , . .o . .o . ,c .  ~ Tor raoo ,  6 .6 .  4642.L, azQIte Westof CFTK. 
-,/ 
